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To be held till October, the exhibition acknowledges the close 
ties between Southeast Asia and the Arab community. On 
display are photographs and artefacts ranging from personal 
documents to musical instruments many of which are on pub-
lic display for the first time. Be enthralled by the rich history 
and culture of the Arabs in Southeast Asia. This exhibition is  
definitely a visual feast not to be missed. 

The “Spotlight” article documents the development of the 
Tamil literary scene in Singapore which has more than one hun-
dred years of history. Featured in the article are some Tamil lit-
erary pioneers who have contributed significantly to the growth 
of Tamil literature in Singapore. Some major Tamil literary works 
are also mentioned in the article.

The research findings of two of our Lee Kong Chian Re-
search Fellows, Tan Chee Lay and Mahani Awang, are pub-
lished in this issue. Tan Chee Lay undertakes a comparative 
study of film criticism on Singapore films in post-1965 Singa-
pore Chinese and English newspapers and journals. Film criti-
cism plays an important role in contributing to and promoting 
the local film industry. Mahani Awang looks at the role and 
involvement of women in warfare in Malaysia and Singapore 
from 1941 to 1989.  Using both historical method and gender 
as analytical tools, she attempts to find out the role of women 
vis-à-vis men in various activities connected to war. 

The different Chinese dialect groups in Singapore are  
associated with certain skills and trades. A feature article by 
Jaclyn Teo, a librarian with the Lee Kong Chian Reference  
Library, looks at the occupational specialisation of Chinese dia-
lect groups in Singapore from 1819 till the 1950s. Highlighted 
in the article are the dominant trades for Hokkiens, Teochews, 
Cantonese, Hakkas and Hainanese.  

Launched in April 2006, the National Library’s Distinguished 
Readers Initiative aims to honour and pay tribute to prominent 

and learned Singaporeans whose leadership and professional 
success in their respective fields have propelled Singapore as 
a key player on the global stage, whether in government, busi-
ness, academia or the arts.  The National Library was privileged 
to have interviewed Dr Andrew Chew, Distinguished Reader 
and former Chairman of the Public Service Commission.   
Excerpts of the interview are published in this issue. 

Featured in this issue are three collections of the National  
Library – the Environment and Sustainability Collection, the 
Asian Children’s Collection and the George Hicks Collection. 
The Environment and Sustainability Collection aims to inform 
and provide insights and ideas on a broad spectrum of resourc-
es on major environmental trends and issues such as climate 
change, global warming, sustainable development, green busi-
ness and buildings and clean technology. The Asian Children’s 
Collection is a unique collection of more than 20,000 children’s 
titles with Asian content. It provides a good resource for re-
searchers interested in the origins of Asian-oriented children’s 
books and the influences and attitudes affecting the pattern and 
stages of their development. The National Library is fortunate 
to have received a collection of more than 3,000 books from 
George Lyndon Hicks – economist, author, book-lover, travel-
ler, businessman and long-time Singapore resident. The col-
lection’s main areas of focus are the economics, history and 
culture of China, Japan and Southeast Asia. 

Happy reading! We look forward to receiving your  
comments and feedback.

Ms Ngian Lek Choh
Director
National Library 

The eagerly awaited exhibition Rihlah – Arabs in 
Southeast Asia (Rihlah means journey in Arabic) 
was launched at the National Library on 10 April.
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மலர்விழி இளங்§¸¡வன்

ãò¾ áல¸ «¾ி¸¡ரி
ல£ ¦¸¡í ºிÂý §மü§¸¡û 

§¾ºிÂ áல¸ வ¡ரிÂம்

Íó¾ரி À¡லÍôரம½ிÂõ

 áல¸ «¾ி¸¡ரி 
ல£ ¦¸¡í ºிÂý §மü§¸¡û

§¾ºிÂ áல¸ வ¡ரிÂõ 

“±í¸û வ¡ú×õ ±í¸û வளÓõ மí¸¡¾ ¾மி¦ழýÚ ºí§¸ 
ÓழíÌ”, ±ýÈ À¡§வó¾÷ À¡ர¾ி¾¡ºý ÜüÚôÀÊ ¾மிú 
¦ம¡ழிÂிý ºிÈôÒõ, ¦ºழிôÒõ, «¾ý ÀÂýÀ¡Îõ ¾மிú 
¦ம¡ழி¨Â ¯ல¸ «ரí¸ிø ¦¾¡ý¨ம மிì¸ ¦ம¡ழி¸ளிø 
´ýÈ¡¸ ¿ிÚò¾ிÔûளÐ. «òÐ¼ý ¦ºùவிÂø ¦ம¡ழி¸ளிý 
வரி¨ºÂிÖõ ¾மிú §º÷ì¸ôÀðÎ, ¯ல¸ளவிø ¾மி¨ழî 
ºிÈôÒÈî ¦ºöÐûளÐ. 
 ºிí¸ôâ÷ ºிýனï ºிÚ ¾£× ¿¡¼¡ÂிÛõ, Íம¡ர்14 ஆம் 
áüÈ¡ñÊலிÕó§¾ வரல¡üÚ ²Î¸ளிø ÌÈிôÀி¼ôÀðÎ 
வóÐûளÐ. §மÖõ் ¾மிழ் ¿¡ðÎ¼Ûõ ¦¾¡¼÷Ò 
¦¸¡ñÊÕì¸ல¡õ ±ன×õ, ¸¼¡ரõ ¦¸¡½்¼ §º¡ழ 
ம½்¼ல¾்¾ின் ஆðºிìÌ ¯ðÀðÊÕì¸ல¡õ ±ன×õ ¾மிú 
¿¡ðÊý வரல¡üÚ ÌÈிôÒ¸û ¦¾ரிவிôÀ¾¡¸ ஆöவ¡ள÷¸û 
¸ÕÐ¸ிýÈன÷. 
 Íம¡÷ 1880-¸ளிý ÀிüÀÌ¾ிÂிø Àி¨ழôÒò §¾Ê 
¾மிú ¿¡ðÊலிÕóÐõ, இலí¨¸ÂிலிÕóÐõ ºிí¸ôâரிø 
ÌÊ§ÂÈிÂ ¾மிú மì¸û ¾í¸û ÀñÀ¡ðÎ ¸ல¡º¡ரò§¾¡Î 
¾மிú¦ம¡ழி¨ÂÔõ இíÌ §வåýÈின÷. ¸ி¨¼ì¸ô¦ÀüÈ 
ஆவ½í¸ளிý ¯¾வி§Â¡Î ºிí¸ôâரிý ¾மிú இலì¸ிÂ 
வரல¡Ú ²ÈìÌ¨ÈÂ 130 ஆñÎ¸û Àழ¨ம வ¡öó¾Ð 
±ன வரல¡üÚ «Èி»÷¸û ¸½ிòÐûளன÷. «¾üÌ ÓýÒ 
À¨¼ì¸ô¦ÀüÈ ஆவ½í¸û ²Ðõ ¸ி¨¼ì¸¡¾¾¡ø 
இ¨¾§Â «¨னவÕõ ²üÚì¦¸¡ñ¼ன÷. இýÚ ºிí¸ôâ÷ 
«ரÍõ, மì¸Ùõ ¾மிú¦ம¡ழிìÌõ ¾மிú இலì¸ிÂò¾ிüÌõ 
¦¸¡ÎòÐவÕõ ºிÈôÒ «¨னவÕõ «Èிó¾§¾. ¯ல¸ò¾ிø 
¾மிú¿¡ðÊüÌ «Îò¾ÀÊÂ¡¸ ºிí¨¸Âிø¾¡ý ¾மிú 
ஆðºி¦ம¡ழிÂ¡¸ ¯ûளÐ.

ºிí¸ôâரிý ¾மிú இலì¸ிÂ வரல¡Ú
இல¸்¸ிÂம் ±ýÀÐ ´Õ ¿¡ðÊý ÍÂºரி¨¾ §À¡ýÈÐ. 
²¦னýÈ¡ø இலì¸ிÂõ «ó¿¡ðÊý ºÓ¾¡Â ஆவ½ம¡¸ò 
¾ி¸ú¸ிÈÐ. ´Õ ¾னி மனி¾¨னÔõ ºã¸ò¨¾Ôõ 
இ¨½ìÌõ ¸ÕவிÂ¡¸×õ ¸¡½ல¡õ. மனி¾÷¸Ù¨¼Â 
ºÓ¾¡Â ¿ம்Àி¸்¸¨¸ள், ம¸்¸ளின் Àழì¸வழì¸í¸û, 
ÀñÀ¡ðÎìÜÚ¸û ஆ¸ிÂவü¨È இலì¸ிÂõ Àிர¾ிÀலிì¸ிÈÐ. 
ºிí¸ôâ÷ò ¾மிú இலì¸ிÂõ ±ýÀÐ ºிí¸ôâரிý 
Àிýன½ிÂிø ºிí¸ôâர÷¸ள¡ø «øலÐ ¿ிரó¾ரவ¡ºி¸ள¡ø 
±Ø¾ôÀÎ¸ிýÈ இலì¸ிÂõ ±னல¡õ. 1870 ÀிüÀÌ¾ிÂிø 

ºிí¸ôâரிø ¾மிú «îº¸í¸û ¿ிÚவôÀð¼ ¿ி¨லÂிø Àல 
¦ºö¾ிò¾¡û¸û ̄ Õவ¡¸ி இலì¸ிÂ வள÷îºிìÌ விò¾ிð¼ன. 
இôÀிýன½ிÂிø ºிí¸ôâரிý Ó¾ø ¾மிúô À¨¼ôÒ ´Õ 
¸வி¨¾ áல¡¸ ¦வளிவó¾Ð. 
 1872 ஆõ ஆñÎ Ó¸õமÐ «ôÐø ¸¡¾ி÷ «வ÷¸û 
`Óன¡ƒ¡òÐ ¾ிரðÎ’ ±ýÈ ¸வி¨¾ á¨ல ±Ø¾ின¡÷. இÐ 
ºிí¸ôâரிý ஆ¸ô Àழ¨மÂ¡ன áø ±னî ºிÈôÒüÈÐ. 
³ó¾¡ñÎ¸ளிø மüÈ ¸வி¨¾ò ¦¾¡ÌôÒ¸ள¡ன 
`¿¸ரó¾¡¾ிÔõ’, `ºிò¾ிர¸வி¸Ùõ’ ¦வளிவó¾ன. «¨வ 
ºிí¸ôâ÷ ÍôÀிரம½ிÂ Íவ¡மி §மø À¡¼ô¦ÀüÈ¨வÂ¡Ìõ. 
¿Âமிì¸ இì¸வி¨¾¸û ஆúó¾ ¾òÐவì ¸ÕòÐì¸¨ளÔõ 
Àì¾ி ¯½÷¨வÔõ ¦வளிôÀÎò¾ின. இவü¨Èî ºிí¸ôâ÷ 
ºி. Ì. மÌàõ º¡ÂÒ «வ÷¸û ¾மìÌî ¦º¡ó¾ம¡¸ிÂ 
`¾£§ன¡¾Â இÂó¾ிர º¡¨லÂிø’ «îºிð¼¡÷. இóÐì 
¸¼×¨ளôÀüÈிÂ ÀüÈிÂ ¸வி¨¾¸¨ள µ÷ இÍல¡மிÂ÷ 
¦வளிÂிð¼Ð À¡ர¡ð¼ò¾ì¸¦வ¡ýÚ. «ì¸¡லõ¦¾¡ð§¼ 
இíÌ மì¸û ºமÂ ¿øலி½ì¸Óõ இன, ம¾ ´üÚ¨மÔõ 
¦¸¡ñÊÕó¾ன÷ ±ýÀ¨¾ இÐ ¸¡ðÎ¸ிÈÐ.
 1888 இø மÌàõ º¡ÂÒ ±ýÀவ÷ ̀வி§ன¡¾ ºõÀ¡„¨½’ 
±ýÈ ¾¨லôÀிø ºிí¸ôâரிø Ó¾ý Ó¾லிø ºிÚ¸¨¾ò 
¦¾¡ÌôÒ áø ´ýÚ ¦வளிÂிð¼¡÷. இÐ§வ ºிí¸ôâரிø 
§¾¡ýÈிÂ Ó¾ø ¾மிúî ºிÚ¸¨¾Â¡Ìõ. இîºிÚ¸¨¾ò 
¦¾¡ÌôÒ ¦வளி¿¡ðÎ °ழிÂ÷¸ÙìÌõ ºிí¸ôâரிø 
வºிìÌõ ¿ிரó¾ர வ¡ºிìÌõ இ¨¼§Â ¿¨¼¦ÀÚõ 
¸ÕòÐô ÀÈிம¡üÈí¸û, ¯¨ரÂ¡¼ø¸û ஆ¸ிÂவü¨Èî 
ºிò¾ிரிì¸ிýÈன. «ì¸¡ல¸ð¼ò¾ிø ºிí¸ôâÕìÌô 
Àி¨ழô¨Àò §¾Ê வó¾ இó¾ிÂ÷¸ளிý மன ¿ி¨ல, Ò¾ிÂ 
Àழì¸வழì¸í¸û, Ò¾ிÂ ¦ம¡ழி¸û ஆ¸ிÂவü¨Èô ÀüÈிÂ 
«வ÷¸ளிý ÌழôÀí¸û, ÀÂõ, ±ôÀÊò ¾í¸û §வ¨ல¨Â 
¾ì¸ ¨வòÐì ¦¸¡ûள §À¡¸ி§È¡õ ±ýÈ «îºõ 
§À¡ýÈ¨வ¸¨ள இì¸¨¾¸û விவரிì¸ிýÈன. 
 இì¸¡ல¸ð¼ò¾ிø «Îò¾Îò¾¡¸ §மÖõ ºில áø¸û 
¦வளிவó¾ன. ¿. வ. ரí¸º¡மி ¾¡ºனிý `«¾ிவி§ன¡¾ 
Ì¾ி¨ரô Àó¾Â ல¡வ½ிÔõ’, ¸. §வÖôÀிû¨ளÂிý 
`ºிí¨¸ ÓÕ§¸º÷§Àரிø À¾ி¸Óõ’ ´§ர ஆñÊø (1893) 
¦வளிÂி¼ôÀð¼Ð. ஆரõÀ ¸¡லò¾ிø ºிí¸ôâ÷ò ¾மிழ÷¸û 
¦¸¡ñÊÕó¾ இலì¸ிÂ ஆ÷வò¨¾ இÐ ¸¡ðÎ¸ிÈÐ. 
Àழ¨மÂ¡ன ºிí¸ôâரிø ±ôÀÊ Àி¨ழô¨Àò §¾Ê ¸¼ø 

Spotlight
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¸¼óÐ ¸ôÀலிø ºிí¸ôâÕìÌ வóÐ ¾í¸û வ¡úì¨¸¨Â 
«¨மòÐì ¦¸¡ñ¼ன÷ ±ýÀ¨¾ô ÀüÈி ±ளிÂ ¦ம¡ழி 
¿¨¼Âிø Àரவல¡¸ «ì¸¡ல மì¸û ÀÂýÀÎòÐõ ம¡üÚ 
¦ம¡ழிî ¦º¡ü¸û ̧ லó¾ ¿¨¼Âிø ¦வளிவó¾ ̀«¾ிவி§ன¡¾ 
Ì¾ி¨ரô Àó¾Â ல¡வ½ி’ ´Õ ¦À¡Ð மì¸û இலì¸ிÂõ 
±னல¡õ. இùவ¡È¡¸ Òலவ÷ இலì¸ிÂம¡¸×õ ¦À¡Ðமì¸û 
இலì¸ிÂம¡¸×õ Àì¾ி இலì¸ிÂம¡¸×õ ºிí¸ôâரிø ¾மிú 
இலì¸ிÂõ வள÷ó¾Ð.

±Øîºி ¦ÀüÈ ¸¡லõ
1935-1945 ¸¡ல¸ð¼ò¨¾ ºிí¸ôâரிý ¾மிú இலì¸ிÂ 
±Øîºி ¸¡லம¡¸ì ¦¸¡ûளல¡õ. இ¾¨னî º£÷ò¾ிÕó¾ 
¸¡லõ ±ன×õ ÜÚவ÷. ®. §வ. இர¡மº¡மிô ¦ÀரிÂ¡÷ 
«வ÷¸û ¾மிú¿¡ðÊø 1920¸ளிý இÚ¾ிÂிø ¦¸¡ñÎ 
வó¾ º£÷ò¾ிÕò¾î ºிó¾¨ன¸û இíÌûள ¾மிழ÷¸ÙìÌû 
±Øîºி¨Â ²üÀÎò¾ின. இ¾ý வி¨ளவ¡ø ºிí¸ôâரிø 
¾மிú இலì¸ிÂò¾ிý §À¡ìÌ ம¡Èò ¦¾¡¼í¸ிÂÐ. Àì¾ி 
இலì¸ிÂí¸û ºÓ¾¡Âî ºிó¾¨னÔûள இலì¸ிÂí¸ÙìÌ 
வழிவிð¼ன. 1929 இø ¦¾¡¼í¸ிÂ `Óý§னüÈõ’ ±ýÈ 
இ¾Øõ 1935 இø ¾மிழ÷ º£÷¾ிÕò¾î ºí¸ò¾ிý Ìரல¡¸ 
¦வளி வó¾ `¾மிú ÓரÍ’ ¿¡ளி¾Øõ ¾மிú இலì¸ிÂí¸û 
ºிí¸ôâரிø வள÷வ¾üÌ Óì¸ிÂì ¸¡ர½ம¡¸ «¨மó¾ன. 
§மÖõ இ¨வ ºÓ¾¡Â ¯½÷×¸¨ளÔõ ºã¸ 
ºிó¾¨ன¸¨ளÔõ àñÎவ¾üÌ ¿øல¦¾¡Ú °¼¸ம¡¸ 
«¨மó¾ன. ¿ி¨ÈÂ À¨¼ôÒ¸û, ¾னி மனி¾னிý ºிó¾¨ன¨Â 
மðÎõ Àிர¾ிÀலிì¸¡மø «வ¨னî ÍüÈிÂிÕìÌõ 
ºã¸ò¨¾Ôõ ÍðÊì ¸¡ðÊÂÐ. 
 இó¾ வரி¨ºÂிø ºிí¸ôâரிø ¾மிúì ̧ வி¨¾¸Ùõ ±Øîºி 
¸ñ¼ன. `¿. Àழ¿ி§வÖ’, `ºிí¨¸ Ó¸ிலý’ §À¡ý§È¡ரிý 
¸வி¨¾¸û º£÷ò¾ிÕò¾ ¯½÷¨வÔõ, ÐÊô¨ÀÔõ 
¦வளிôÀÎò¾ின. ¾மிú ¿¡ðÊø ¸¡ல¸¡லம¡¸ இÕóÐ 
வó¾ «வல ºÓ¾¡Âô Àிரîº¨ன¸û இíÌûள ±Øîºி 
À¨¼ôÀிÖõ மிளிரò ¦¾¡¼í¸ின. º¡¾ிம¾ì ¦¸¡Î¨ம, 
¸ிழம½ì ¦¸¡Î¨ம மüÚõ ®ழò ¾மிú «¾ி¸¡ரி¸ளிý 
«¾ி¸¡ரò¾ிüÌ ̄ ðÀð¼ ¦¾ýனிó¾ிÂò ¾மிழ÷¸ளிý Àரி¾¡À 
¿ி¨ல, ம¾îº£÷ò¾ிÕò¾õ ஆ¸ிÂவü¨Èì ¸Õô¦À¡Õள¡¸ì 
¦¸¡ñÎò ¾í¸û À¨¼ôÒ¸¨ள ¯Õவ¡ì¸ின÷.
 இரñ¼¡õ ¯ல¸ô §À¡ÕìÌô ÀிÈÌ ¿¡ளி¾ழ¡¸ò 
¦¾¡¼í¸ôÀð¼ `மல¡Â¡ ¿ñÀý’ Àல ±Øò¾¡ள÷¸¨ளÔõ 
Àò¾ிரிì¨¸Â¡ள÷¸¨ளÔõ ¯Õவ¡ì¸ிÂÐ. இó¾ 
¸¡லì¸ð¼ò¾ிø ¾மிú ÓரÍõ இ¾ர இ¾ú¸§ள¡Î 
இலì¸ிÂ வள÷îºிìÌô Àலவ¨¸ÂிÖõ ¯ÚÐ¨½Â¡¸ 
இÕó¾Ð. §À¡ரிý ஆ¾í¸ò¨¾ô À¨Èº¡üÚõ வ¨¸Âிø ¿. 

Àழ¿ி§வÖவின் ̀¾¨ல ¦வðÎõ 
¾÷À¡÷’ ±ýÛõ ¸வி¨¾ 
ƒôÀ¡னிÂரிý ¦¸¡Îí§¸¡ø 
ஆðºி ²üÀÎò¾ிÂ 
வÎ¨வ ¦வளிôÀÎò¾ிÂÐ. 
இì¸¡லì¸ð¼  இ  லì ி̧Âí¸ளிø 
விÎ¾¨ல§வð¨¸ மிளி÷வ¨¾ 
¿¡õ ¸¡½ல¡õ. ¾மிழ÷¸û 
´üÚ¨மìÌô ¦ÀரிÐõ 
À¡ÎÀð¼ ¾மிú Óரºிý 
¾¨லவர¡ன ¾மிழ§வû §¸¡. 
º¡ரí¸À¡½ி «வ÷¸û, 

¾மிழ÷¸Ùì¸¡¸ò `¾மிழ÷ ¾ிÕ¿¡¨ளò’ §¾¡üÚவிòÐò 
¾மிú மì¸ளி¨¼§Â இன ´üÚ¨ம¨ÂÔõ, இலì¸ிÂ  
ஆ÷வò¨¾Ôõ வள÷ò¾¡÷. 
  ºிí¸ôâ÷ ¾ýன¡ðºி ¦ÀüÈ ¸¡லò¾ிÖõ ÀிýÒ 
¾னிì ÌÊÂரÍ ¿¡¼¡¸ிÂ ¸¡ல¸ð¼ò¾ிÖõ ºிí¸ôâ÷ò 
¾மிú இலì¸ிÂò¨¾ வள÷ì¸ô ÒÐ ±Øò¾¡ள÷¸û வரò 
¦¾¡¼í¸ின÷. §மÖõ 1960¸ளிø `ம¡½வ÷ ம½ி மýÈõ’, 
‘ம¡¾வி’ இலì¸ிÂ இ¾ú ஆ¸ிÂன ¾மிú இலì¸ிÂ வள÷îºிìÌ 
¯ÚÐ¨½ Òரிó¾ன.

Í¾ó¾ிரòÐìÌô Àிý வó¾ வள÷îºி
Í¾ó¾ிரî ºிí¨¸Âிø ¸வி¨¾ இலì¸ிÂõ ம¡üÈõ ¸ñ¼Ð. 
ºிí¸ôâ÷ ÌÊÂரº¡ன ¸¡ல¸ð¼ò¾ிø §¾¡ýÈிÂ ¸வி¨¾ 
இலì¸ிÂí¸û மரÒì ¸வி¨¾¸ள¡¸×õ, Ìழó¨¾ô 
À¡¼ø¸ள¡¸×õ ¦மÕÌ ¦ÀüÈன. மரÒì ¸வி¨¾¸û ±ýÚ 
¦º¡øÖõ §À¡Ð «Ð Â¡ôÒ இலì¸½ò¾ிüÌ ¯ðÀðÎ 
¿¼ì¸ì ÜÊÂ ¸வி¨¾¸§ள ஆÌõ.
 ¸.Ð.Ó. இìÀ¡ø, ÓÕ¸¾¡ºý, Ó. ¾í¸ர¡ºý, 
Àர½ý, ÓòÐம¡½ிì¸õ §À¡ý§È¡÷ மரÒì ¸வி¨¾¸û 
இÂüÈின÷. இõமரÒì ¸வி¨¾¸û, இ¨ÈÔ½÷×, 
¸¡¾ø, ºã¸õ ஆ¸ிÂவüÈிüÌò ¾னிòÐவõ ¦¸¡ÎòÐô 
À¨¼ì¸ôÀðÎûளன. 

 ºிí¨¸ì ¸வி¨¾ 
இலì¸ிÂ Óý§ன¡Ê¸Ùû 
´Õவர¡ன ºிí¨¸ Ó¸ிலý 
ºிí¸ôâரிý «ரº¡í¸ò¾¡ø      
« ங் ¸£ ¸ ரி ¸் ¸ À் À ¼் ¼ 
±Øò¾¡ளÕம¡வ¡÷. ¸.Ð.Ó. 
இìÀ¡ø ¾ý இலì¸ிÂô 
À½ிÂிø மிளிரò¦¾¡¼í¸ிô 
Àல ºிÈó¾ À¨¼ôÒ¸¨ளî 
ºிí¸ôâÕìÌ «ளிò¾¡÷. 
இ¾Âமல÷¸û (1975), 
Ó¸வரி¸û (1984), 
¨வரì¸ü¸û (1995), 
¸ன×¸û §வñÎõ (2000) 
ஆ¸ிÂன «வ÷ À¨¼ôÒ¸ளிø 
ºில. ¸.Ð.Ó. இìÀ¡ø 
ºிí¸ôâ÷ò §¾ºிÂ 
Òò¾¸ §மõÀ¡ðÎì ¸ழ¸ 
விÕ¨¾Ôõ, `¦ம¡ñð 
Àில¡í’ (Mont Blanc) 

விÕ¨¾Ôõ, `¾மிழ§வû’ விÕ¨¾Ôõ, ¦¾ý¸ிழì¸¡ºிÂ 
இலì¸ிÂ விÕ¨¾Ôõ ¦ÀüÚ ºிங்¸À்âர்¾் ¾மிú இலì¸ிÂ 
வள÷îºிìÌô ¦ÀÕ¨ம §º÷òÐûள¡÷.
 ºிí¸ôâரிø ¦¾¡ÌôÒ áø¸û «ùவளவ¡¸ 
¦வளிவரவிø¨ல. «¾ிÖõ வரல¡üÚì ¸ñ§½¡ð¼ò¾ிý 
«ÊôÀ¨¼Âிø ´Õ ºில À¨¼ôÒ¸¨ள மðÎ§ம ¸¡½ல¡õ. 
¾மிழ§வû §¸¡. º¡ரí¸À¡½ி¨Âô ÀüÈிì ‘¸விìÌலõ 
§À¡üÚõ ¾மிழ§வû’ ±ýÛõ ¾¨லôÀிø Ó. ¾í¸ர¡Í 
¦வளிÂிðÎò ¾மிழ§வÙìÌô ¦ÀÕ¨மî §º÷ò¾¡÷.

¿¡வø¸ளிý வளர்º்ºி 
¿¡வø¸ளிý வள÷îºி «ùவளவ¡¸ò ¾ளி÷வி¼விø¨ல. ±னிÛõ 
´Õ ºில À¨¼ôÒ¸û ¦வளிவó¾ன. ºிí¸ôâ÷ இó¾ிÂî ºã¸õ ¾ிÕ ¿. Àழ¿ி§வÖ

இìÀ¡ø, ¸. Ð. Ó. 2003. 
¸¡¸ி¾ வ¡ºõ. ºிí¸ôâ÷: விý 
À¾ிôÀ¸õ.
All rights reserved, விý 
À¾ிôÀ¸õ, 2003.
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§¿¡ìÌõ Àிரîºி¨ன¸û, º£ன இó¾ிÂ மì¸Ùì¸ி¨¼§Â 
²üÀð¼ ¸லôÒò ¾ிÕம½í¸û ஆ¸ிÂவü¨Èì ÌÈிòÐ 
±ØÐõ §À¡ìÌ இÕó¾Ð. ‘§வûவி’ ±ýÛõ ÌÚ¿¡வலிø 
¿¡. §¸¡விó¾º¡மி ¾õÓ¨¼Â Ð½ிîºல¡ன À¡½ிÂிø 
ஆலÂõ ±ØôÒவ¾ிø ²üÀð¼ Àிரîºி¨ன¸¨ள ¨மÂம¡¸ 
¨வòÐ ±Ø¾ிÔûள¡÷.

ºிÚ¸¨¾¸ளின்  வளர்º்ºி 
¿¡வø¸Ù¼ý ́ ôÀிÎõ §À¡Ð 
ºிí¸ôâரிø ºிÚ¸¨¾¸ளிý 
வள÷îºி µí¸ிÂிÕó¾Ð. 
§மÖõ வ¡º¸÷ வð¼ò¾ிø 
மிÌó¾ À¡ர¡ð¨¼Ôõ 
¦ºøவ¡ì¨¸Ôõ ºிÚ¸¨¾¸û 
¦ÀüÈன. மñ½ிý ம½õ 
¸மிØõ ºிí¸ôâரிý 
Àிýன½ிî Ýú¿ி¨லÂிø 
மனி¾ ̄ ½÷×¸û, வ¡úì¨¸, 
«øலø¸û §À¡ýÈ¨வ¸¨ளô 
Àிர¾ிÀலிòÐ ´Õ «üÒ¾ô 
À¨¼ôÀ¡¸î ºிÚ¸¨¾¸û 
¦வளிவó¾ன.
 ¯¾¡ர½ò¾ிüÌ ¾ிÕ 
¿¡. §¸¡விó¾º¡மிÂிý 
‘´ðÎñ½ி¸û’, ¾ிÕ 
இர¡ம. ¸ñ½Àிர¡னிý 
‘ஆÚÀòÐ À¾ி§னØ’, ¾ிÕ 
¦À¡ý Íó¾ரர¡Íவிý 
‘±ýன ¾¡ý ¦ºöவÐ?’ 
¾ிÕ ¦ºí§¸¡¼னிý ‘¿¡ý 
´Õ ºிí¸ôâரிÂý’ §À¡ýÈ 
ºிÚ¸¨¾¸û ºிí¸ôâரிý 
ºÓ¾¡Âô Àிýன½ிÂிø 
±Øò¾ôÀð¼¨வ.
 Àல இன மì¸¨ளì 
¦¸¡ñ¼ ¿¡ðÊø 
±ôÀÊ இன ¿øலி½ì¸õ 
இÕì¸ிÈÐ ±ýÀ¨¾ô  
Àிர¾ிÀலிòÐ ¸¡ðÎ¸ிýÈன 

ºிí¸ôâ÷ò ¾மிúî ºிÚ¸¨¾¸û. இ¾üÌ µ÷ ¯¾¡ர½õ 
`ºÀ¡ரிÂ¡’ ±ýÛõ இர¡ம. ¸ñ½Àிர¡னிý ¸¨¾Âிø ¾மிúì 
ÌÎõÀò¾ிüÌõ மல¡ö ÌÎõÀò¾ிüÌõ இ¨¼§Â ²üÀÎõ 
¿ð¨Àô ÀüÈி «üÒ¾ம¡¸ ºிò¾ிரிì¸ôÀðÎûளÐ. இôÀÊ 
Àல ±Øò¾¡ள÷¸û ¯Õவ¡¸ின¡÷¸û. «வ÷¸Ùû ºிí¨¸ம¡ 
இளí¸ñ½ý, Ó. ¾í¸ர¡ºý, ºிí¨¸ò ¾மிúî¦ºøவõ, 
§ƒ. ±õ. º¡லி , ºí¸ரி ர¡ம¡Ûƒõ, ². Àி. ºñÓ¸õ 
ஆ¸ி§Â¡÷ ÌÈிôÀி¼ò¾ì¸வ÷¸û.

¿¡¼¸í¸ளிý  வளர்º்ºி 
¿¡¼¸òÐ¨ÈÔõ ºிí¸ôâ÷ò ¾மிú இலì¸ிÂò¾ிüÌô ¦ÀÕõ 
ÀíÌ ஆüÈிÂÐ ±ýÚ ¦º¡ýன¡ø «Ð மி¨¸Â¡¸¡Ð. Àல 
¿¡¼¸í¸û வ¡¦ன¡லிÂிÖõ, §ம¨¼ÂிÖõ «ரí§¸Èின. 
ºில ¿¡¼¸í¸û áø ¯Õவõ ¦ÀüÚõ வó¾ிÕì¸ிýÈன 
±ýÀÐ ÌÈிôÀி¼ò¾ì¸Ð. ‘ÍவÎ¸û’ ‘ºிí¸ôâரிø §ம¨¼ 
¿¡¼¸í¸û” ஆ¸ிÂ áø¸û ºிí¸ôâரிý ¿¡¼¸வள÷îºிìÌ 

± Î ò Ð ì ¸ ¡ ð ¼ ¡ ö ò 
¾ி¸ú¸ிýÈன. §மÖõ Àி. 
¸ிÕ‰½னிý ¿¡¼¸ô 
À¨¼ôÒ¸ள¡ன ‘ம¡Ê 
வ£ðÎ மí¸ளõ,’ ‘«ÎìÌ 
வ£ðÎ «ñ½¡º¡மி’ 
ஆ¸ிÂன ºிí¸ôâ÷ò ¾மிú 
இலì¸ிÂ ஆ÷வல÷¸ளிý  
¦¿ïºí¸ளிø ¿£í¸¡¾ 
இ¼õ ÀிÊòÐ விð¼ன.

Ìழó¨¾¸û இலì¸ிÂõ
ºிí¸ôâரிø Ìழó¨¾ இலì¸ிÂõ வளர °¼¸í¸û 
Ð¨½Òரிó¾ன. ¾மிú Óரºிø ம¡½வ÷ ம½ிமýÈõ ±ýÈ 
¾னிôÀÌ¾ி 1952 லிÕóÐ ¦வளிவóÐ ºிÚவ÷¸ளிý ±ØÐõ 
ஆüÈ¨ல வள÷ò¾Ð. ¸. Ð. Ó. இìÀ¡ø, ÓÕ¸¾¡ºý, 

¿. Àழ¿ி§வÖ, Àர½ý, 
ÓòÐம¡½ிì¸õ, ¦ம. 
இளம¡Èý §À¡ý§È¡÷ 
Ìழó¨¾ இலì¸ிÂ 
வள÷îºிìÌô ¦ÀÕõ 
Àí¸¡üÈின÷. ±னிÛõ 
Ìழó¨¾ இலì¸ிÂõ ¦ÀரிÂ 
«ளவிø ºிí¸ôâரிø இýÛõ 
வள÷îºிÂ¨¼Âவிø¨ல. ´Õ 
ºில÷ ¦º¡ó¾ ÓÂüºிÂ¡ø 
¾í¸û À¨¼ôÒ¸¨ள 
¦வளிÂிðÎ வÕ¸ிýÈன÷. 
 ஆ÷. §¸. §வ½ி, 
`¿¡ðÎôÒÈ இலì¸ிÂõ’, 
`§¸ளிîºிò¾ிரì ¸¨¾¸û’, 
‘ºிÚவ÷ ̧ ¨¾¸û §À¡ýÈ ºில 
À¨¼ôÒ¸¨ளò ¾óÐûள¡÷. 
மல÷விழி இளí§¸¡வý 

‘«õம¡ ±í§¸?’, `இ§¾¡ வó¾Ð ¨¼§ன¡’ ±ýÈ இரñÎ 
ºிÚவ÷ ¸¨¾ô Òò¾¸í¸¨ள ¦வளிÂிðÎûள¡÷.

இலì¸ிÂ வள÷îºிìÌ «ரº¡í¸ò¾ிý °ìÌவிôÒ
ºிí¨¸Âிø ¯ûள இÕ¦ம¡ழிì ¦¸¡û¨¸Âின¡ø ¾மிú 
¦ம¡ழிìÌ «ரº¡í¸ò¾ிý «í¸£¸¡ரõ ¸ி¨¼ò¾ிÕì¸ிÈÐ. 
¾மிú இலì¸ிÂ வள÷îºிìÌî ºிí¸ôâ÷ «ரº¡í¸õ 
¦ÀரிÐõ ஆ¾ர× «ளிòÐ வÕ¸ிÈÐ. §மÖõ ¾மிú ¦ம¡ழிÂிý 
வள÷îºிìÌ °¼¸ வள÷îºிÔõ ¦ÀÚõ Àí¸¡üÈி வÕ¸ிÈÐ. 
ºிí¸ôâரிø ¦¾¡¨லì¸¡ðºி, வ¡¦ன¡லி, ¦ºö¾ிò¾¡û 
ஆ¸ிÂ மì¸û ¦¾¡¼÷Òò ¾¸வø º¡¾னí¸û ¾மிú இலì¸ிÂ 
வள÷îºிìÌô ¦ÀரிÐõ ¯¾வி வÕ¸ிýÈன. §மÖõ ºிí¸ôâ÷ 
«ரº¡í¸õ இலì¸ிÂ வள÷îºி¨Â °ì¸ôÀÎòÐõ வ¨¸Âிø 
இலì¸ிÂõ, ¸¨ல ஆ¸ிÂவüÈிø ºிÈóÐ விளíÌÀவ÷¸¨ளì 
¸ñ¼ÈிóÐ ¯ÂரிÂ `¸ல¡º¡ர விÕÐ’ வழí¸ி வÕ¸ிÈÐ. 
 «ரº¡í¸ò¾¡ø ¿¼ò¾ôÀÎõ `±Øò¾¡ள÷ வ¡ரõ’, 
`ºிí¸ôâ÷ ¸¨லவிழ¡’ ஆ¸ிÂ ¿ி¸úîºி¸û ±Øò¾¡ள÷¸ளிý 
À¨¼ôÀ¡üÈÖìÌ ஆ¾ர×õ °ì¸Óõ «ளிì¸ிýÈன. «òÐ¼ý 
ºிí¸ôâரிø இÂíÌõ «¨மôÒ¸Ùû ´ýÈ¡ன §¾ºிÂô 
Òò¾¸ §மõÀ¡ðÎì ¸ழ¸õ ºிÈó¾ À¨¼ôÀ¡ள÷¸ÙìÌ 
விÕÐ வழí¸ி ¦¸ளரவிì¸ிÈÐ.

¾ிÕ ¿¡. §¸¡விó¾º¡மி

இளí¸ñ½ý, ºிí¨¸ ம¡. 
2006. ãýÚ ÌÚ¿¡வø¸û. 
ºிí¸ôâ÷: National Arts 
Council.
All rights reserved, National 
Arts Council, 2006.

¾ிÕ Àி. ¸ிÕ‰½ý

மல÷விழி இளí§¸¡வý. 2003. 
இ§¾¡ வó¾Ð ¨¼§ன¡
All rights reserved, 
TamilBookShop.com., 2003.
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 ¾¡öல¡óÐ «ரº¡í¸ò¾¡ø வழí¸ôÀÎõ ̀¦¾ý¸ிழì¸¡ºிÂ 
இலì¸ிÂ விÕÐ’ ºிÈó¾ இலì¸ிÂô À¨¼ôÀிüÌ 
வழí¸ôÀÎõ ¯ÂரிÂ விÕ¾¡Ìõ. ¦¾ý¸ிழì¸¡ºிÂ¡விø 
ஆºிÂ¡ý Üð¼¨மôÀிø ¯ûள ¿¡Î¸ளிý «¾ி¸¡ரòÐவ 
¦ம¡ழி¸ளிø À¨¼ì¸ôÀÎõ ¾¨லºிÈó¾ இலì¸ிÂí¸ÙìÌ 
இùவிÕÐ வழí¸ôÀÎ¸ிÈÐ. இó¾ô ¦ÀÕ¨ம ¾மிú 
±Øò¾¡ள÷¸ளிø, ºிí¸ôâ÷ò ¾மிúô À¨¼ôÀ¡ளி¸ÙìÌ 
மðÎ§ம ¯ரிÂÐ. ¦¾ý¸ிழì¸¡ºிÂ¡விý Üð¼½ிÂிø 
¾மி¨ழ ஆðºி¦ம¡ழிÂ¡¸ì ¦¸¡ñÎûள ¿¡Î ºிí¸ôâ÷ 
மðÎ§ம. இó¾ «í¸£¸¡ரõ ¾மிú¦ம¡ழிìÌì ¸ி¨¼ò¾ 
µ÷ ¯ÂரிÂ ºிÈôÀ¡Ìõ. ºிí¸ôâ÷ò ¾மிú இலì¸ிÂõ, 
ஆºிÂ¡விý «ரí¸ிø இ¼õ¦ÀÚவÐ ¾மிØìÌ மðÎமøல, 
ºிí¸ôâÕìÌõ ¦ÀÕ¨மÂ¡Ìõ.

ºிí¸ôâ÷ இலì¸ிÂò¾ிý ±¾ி÷¸¡லõ.
ºிí¸ôâ÷ò ¾மிú இலì¸ிÂõ ´Õ áüÈ¡ñÎìÌ 
§மø வள÷îºி ¸ñÊÕôÀிÛõ, இýÛõ ÒÐ¨மÂ¡ன 

ºிó¾¨னÔ¼ý மிளி÷வ¾üÌ 
வ¡öôÒ¸û ¯ñÎ. ºிí¸ôâ÷ 
±Øò¾¡ள÷¸û À¨¼ôÀ¡üÈø 
மிì¸வ÷¸û ±ýÀ¾ிø 
³Âமிø¨ல. ÌÊÂரºிø 
வள÷வ¾üÌõ, வ¡úவ¾üÌõ 
°ì¸ãð¼ ¿மÐ «ரº¡í¸õ 
¾Â¡ர¡¸மிÕì ி̧ÈÐ. ̧ ி¨¼ìÌõ 
வ¡öô¨À ±Øò¾¡ள÷¸û 
¿ýÌ ÀÂýÀÎò¾ிì¦¸¡ûள 
§வñÎõ.
 Àல இன ºÓ¾¡ÂÓõ, 
ம¾í¸Ùõ, ¸ல¡º¡ரÓõ 
¦¸¡ñ¼ ºிí¸ôâரிø ¾மிú 
இலì¸ிÂõ ¾னிò¾ý¨ம 
வ¡öóÐô ¦À¡லி×¼ý 
¾ி¸úவÐ º¡ò¾ிÂõ. 
À¨¼ôÀ¡ள÷¸û ஆúó¾ 

ºிó¾¨னÔ¼ý ºÓ¾¡Âò¨¾ ´ðÊ ´Õ வ¨ரÂ¨ரìÌû 
மðÎமøல¡Ð Àரவல¡¸î ºிó¾ிòÐô Àல §¸¡½í¸ளிø 
ºã¸ò¨¾ô À¡÷¨வÂிðÎò ¾ரம¡ன இலì¸ிÂí¸¨ளô 
À¨¼ì¸ §வñÎõ. ம¡. «ýÀழ¸ý, Àிîºினிì¸¡Î இளí§¸¡, 
¦ƒÂó¾ி ºí¸÷ §À¡ýÈவ÷¸û ºிí¸ôâ÷ Ýழலிø ¾í¸û 
இலì¸ிÂí¸¨ளô À¨¼ì¸ிýÈன÷. இவ÷¸¨ளô §À¡ýÚ 
§மÖõ Àல Ò¾ிÂ ±Øò¾¡ள÷¸û ¿ி¨ÈÂ ±Ø¾ §வñÎõ. 
 ¾மிú¦ம¡ழிÂிø ¿ýÌ §¾÷îºி ¦ÀüÈவ÷¸û ¾மிú 
இலì¸ிÂ வள÷îºிìÌô Àí¸¡üÈின¡ø ºிí¸ôâரிø 
¾மிú வ¡Øõ, ¾மிú வ¡Øõ வ¨ர ¾மிú இலì¸ிÂí¸Ùõ 
வ¡Øõ. ºிí¸ôâரிø ¾மிú இலì¸ிÂõ §மý§மÖõ ¾னிò 
¾ý¨மÔ¼Ûõ ÒÐô ¦À¡லி×¼Ûõ மிளி÷வÐ ¾ிñ½õ.

TAMIL LITERARY DEVELOPMENT IN SINGAPORE
Singapore’s Tamil literary development has more than a 
hundred years of history. Tamil-speaking Indians arrived in this 
region in the 18th and 19th centuries and brought with them the 
Tamil language. Over the years, the Tamil community became 
a clearly distinguishable  ethnic group within the Singapore 
Indian community. Tamil language attained a high status in the 
lives of the early settlers. The Tamil diaspora has developed an  
aspiration to nurture  Tamil as a vital language that links them 
to their culture.
 The recognition of Tamil as one of four national languages 
in Singapore gave the Tamils  an intrinsic satisfaction. The 
Tamils developed the language’s  literary status in Singapore 
over a span of hundred years in several aspects of Tamil 
literature -- poetry, novels, short stories and drama. The Tamil 
literary scene in Singapore is more than literature. It began 
as a movement in the early days with the renaissance of  the 
Tamil language in Singapore. Prolific Tamil writers contributed 
to the development and status of Tamil literature in Singapore. 
There is certainly much potential for new and emerging writers 
to contribute to the Tamil literary development in Singapore. 
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A Comparative Study 
of Film Criticism  

on Singapore Films in Post-1965 Singapore Chinese 
and English Newspapers and Journals

INTRODUCTION
Film criticism plays a role in contributing to the growth of the 
film industry, as well as to the cultural, educational and even 
social fields. Film criticism in different languages and contexts, 
be it journalistic criticism that appears regularly in newspa-
pers or magazines, or scholarly criticism in academic journals, 
can in fact serve as important and sometimes indispensible 
platforms to evaluate, promote and even influence films and  
film productions. 

The aim of this bilingual study is to comparatively investigate 
both the macro and micro aspects of film criticism published in 
English and Chinese newspapers and journals. The research 
concentrates on the critical essays and reviews on Singapore 
films that were published after 1965. Various aspects of film 
criticism in both English and Chinese languages will be ex-
amined, as well as their content. In addition to promoting in-
teraction between English and Chinese films and critical writ-
ing communities as well as international English and Chinese 
readers, this bilingual study also hopes to reach out to interna-
tional performing arts in both the East and West. The bilingual  
aspect of the study also further enhances the distinctive culture  
identity of the multicultural and multilingual Singapore  
society, and thus plays a role in laying the foundation for progress  
towards a more artistically dynamic nation. 

A BRIEF HISTORY OF SINGAPORE’S 
FILM INDUSTRY
Singapore’s cinema industry can be traced back to the mid-
1920s and mid-1930s, when multi-ethnic and multicultural in-
fluences began to take root in film-making. The peak years of 
Singapore film industry, in terms of production, spanned from 
1947 to 1972. The industry flourished and was dominated by 
two major film studios – Shaw and Cathay-Keris studios. Both 
studios had their own facilities such as film sets, studios and 
editing rooms. Shaw’s Malay Films Productions churned out 
almost 160 films from its Singapore studio from 1947 until its 
closure in 1967. 

Furthermore, many local individuals and organisations 
started venturing into film production during the late 1950s to  
1970s. This led to a surge in the number of local film studios 
and companies. This phenomenon was partly due to the strong 

nationalistic sentiments that developed just before Singapore’s 
independence. People began to talk about films made by  
Singaporeans for Singapore. 

However, the film industry declined significantly after  
Singapore’s independence in 1965. Rapid modernisation and 
the popularisation of television and foreign movies in Singapore 
brought about great changes to public tastes and lifestyles. 
Furthermore, lack of governmental support, closure of studios, 
and stricter censorship laws contributed to the halt of local film 
production at the end of 1978.1  

Revival of the Singapore 
film industry came gradually, 
with Singapore’s government 
recognising the need to re-
vitalise the film industry dur-
ing the late eighties. After the 
long hiatus, the first Singapore 
feature film was produced in 
1991; it was Medium Rare, 
which unfortunately was not 
very well received, partially 
due to the director being Brit-
ish and the lead actors being 
American. The industry started 

picking up only in 1995, with the release of Eric Khoo’s Mee 
Pok Man. Since 1995, there has been a constant production of 
local films. The revived Singapore cinema from the 1990s was 
characterised by short and feature films, shot predominantly in 
Chinese and occasionally in English. These films are deeply 
rooted in reflecting the urban lifestyle, with a strong focus on 
life in public housing.2 Names such as Eric Khoo, Jack Neo and 
Royston Tan became synonymous with Singapore films. From 
Table 1, it is clear that the Singapore film industry has seen a 
significant revival. 

The rise in local film production took a dip before making 
a gradual increase. A strong upward trend took place from 
1994/1995 onwards. Notably, 1998 saw another surge in 
the number of local films produced. This could be attributed 
to the box office success of Jack Neo’s Money No Enough, 
which could be considered to be a great confidence booster  
for local filmmakers. 

by Tan Chee Lay
Lee Kong Chian 
Research Fellow
National Library
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DEFINITION OF A SINGAPORE FILM
Defining a Singapore film has always been a tricky issue. One 
would expect Singapore cinema to be locally rooted, to reflect 
the various ethnicities and languages of Singapore and cap-
ture the different themes of local lifestyles. However, since the 
birth of Singapore’s film industry, a key characteristic of the 
film industry is the use of talents from different countries and 
cultural backgrounds. Both Shaw and Cathay-Keris’ early films 
featured casts and crews of talents recruited from China and 
India. Recent films have once again proved that “home-grown” 
or local films might not necessarily be filmed, produced or per-
formed by locals. This is a situation that is fast becoming the 
norm in a rapidly globalised world. “Made-by-Singapore”3 films 
are defined as “made with Singapore talent, financing and ex-
pertise but not necessarily entirely made in Singapore or made 
for the Singapore audience only”4. Though it was commented 
that “none of these films, however, contributed to having a Sin-
gapore identity on screen”5, these co-productions have allowed 
Singapore to be placed on the global stage of the cinematic 
industry. Moreover, such international co-productions which in-
volve several countries are increasing worldwide, and it has 
become increasingly difficult to draw a clear line as to which 
country a film should be credited. Film historiographers are 
“witnessing a weakening, if not the demise, of the traditional 
concept of ‘national cinema’, defined by territory, language and 
a homogenous culture.”6  

 While it may not even occur to most local audiences that 
the films they are watching are “Made-by-Singapore” films, 
such films are imperative for Singapore to move towards gain-
ing international exposure and recognition. Besides, Singa-
pore companies learn and benefit through their experiences of 
working with established overseas film production companies. 
Thus, this study will include film criticism on films that were pro-
duced locally, and “Made-by-Singapore” films. As 1991 marks 
the revival of Singapore’s film industry (refer to Table 1), it 
comes as no surprise that film criticisms and articles have in-
creased significantly since then, and which are reflected in the  
data collected below.

DATA COLLECTION
This analysis is based on various local film reviews collected 
mainly from both local English and Chinese newspapers, and 
to a lesser degree, local journals. 

This study comprises a comprehensive list of Singapore  
feature films. Short, non-commercial films with limited or no re-
lease, digital films or other non-theatrical films are excluded, as 
well as the various reviews in Chinese and English on feature 
films. However, there are some limitations in this collection. 

First, not all films have both Chinese and English  
commentaries, thus it is impossible to perform an exact film-to-
film comparison. Second, during the period of data collection, 
two new newspapers – My Paper and Today – have surfaced, 
and their form of writing and critique are very different in style 
compared with the traditional ones found in Lianhe Zaobao or 
The Straits Times, hence affecting the comparability of data col-
lated. Third, I have chosen to implement a general trend analysis 
instead of a film-by-film analysis for this report. This is because 
a general trend analysis will allow us to identify the evolving 
trends and mitigate the fact that different films have different 
numbers of reviews, or may lack either Chinese or English re-
views. Fourth, although a number of newspapers/journals rate 
films, I have chosen not to take these ratings into consideration 
when comparing the reviews. This is because these ratings are 
based on varying grading scales. In addition, there are many 
newspapers that do not carry any ratings. Lastly, there are a 
larger number of English reviews than Chinese reviews, simply 
because there are more English newspapers and journals than  
Chinese ones. 

In total, this report focuses on the data of 89 feature films 
starting from 1991 to 2008.  Correspondingly, there are a to-
tal of 237 reviews collected and researched; of these, 69 are  
Chinese films reviews and 168 are English reviews. 

ANALYSIS OF DATA
English Film Reviews Appear to be More Encouraging than 
Chinese Film Reviews
In general, both Chinese and English reviewers have, over the 
years and especially after the 1990s, given Singapore films 

rather negative reviews. How-
ever, English film reviewers 
appear to be relatively more 
encouraging than Chinese 
films reviewers. Interestingly, 
many of the Chinese film re-
views before 1965, in compari-
son, were more encouraging 
in nature as they sympathised 
with local filmmakers while ac-
knowledging the difficult film-
making circumstances.7 This 
may explain why some read-
ers may still hold the percep-
tion that Chinese film criticism 
is more forgiving or positive. 

All rights reserved, Oxford 
University Press, 2000.
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     An example is the film The Leap Years. Two Lianhe Zaobao  
reviewers on the film unanimously gave it bad reviews.8 The  
review published in the Today new paper, however, was not  
good but still encouraging. It ended off with “Nice effort, hope to  
see more good - if not better - work in the future”.9 The effort 
in producing the film has been clearly acknowledged, although 
the results may speak otherwise.

One explanation for such a difference in treatment by Eng-
lish and Chinese reviewers may be the difference in cultures 
between the West and the East, or correspondingly, the Eng-
lish-speaking and Chinese-speaking communities in Singa-
pore. In the West, failure or occasional mistakes seem to be 
more acceptable and thus people are more encouraging to-
wards failures. However, in the East, mistake or failure is more  
often frowned upon. 

Chinese Film Reviews Include Both Entertainment and  
Artistic Indexes
In many of the Chinese Film Reviews by Lianhe Zaobao, there 
are both entertainment and artistic ratings for the films. This is 
a more balanced and comprehensive form of reviewing films. 
First, English film reviewers generally give only a singular over-
all film review, which may not do justice to the film. Audiences 
frequently simply judge a film on the overall film rating, regard-
less of what the rating is based on. For example, a commer-
cial film might not have a high artistic value, but is still very  
entertaining for the mainstream audience. By separating 
the artistic factor and entertainment factor of the film, audi-
ences are better able to judge if a local film would suit their  
viewing susceptibilities. 

One prominent example is the review of Jack Neo’s I Not 
Stupid Too in the Business Times. The overall review was 
highly negative, save for one sentence that acknowledged that 
it would have its target mainstream entertainment audience. 
However, with the film getting an overall rating of C-, it is pos-
sible that readers would not pick up this line but merely glance 
at the overall rating before moving on to the next movie rat-
ing. On the other hand, although the Lianhe Zaobao reviewer 
commented that the movie was overtly “preachy” and awarded 
it a mere two stars for its artistic factor, it still rightly gave it 
three stars for its entertainment factor10. Hence audiences are 
better informed, and those who weigh entertainment over art-
istry would still consider watching the film. In this scenario, it is 
certain that the Lianhe Zaobao’s star ratings would stand out 
more than the Business Times’s one-liner that praised the film’s 
entertaining factor. 

Having a two-tier rating system would project a more  
balanced view of the film production, and further offer review 
readers an alternative perception of the different emphases 
undertaken by local films. Of course, it is not to say that artis-
tic and entertainment factors are mutually exclusive, but there 
are certainly different emphases as exemplified in many local 
productions, such as the abovementioned Jack Neo’s film. Fur-
thermore, it should not come as a surprise that top box office 
performers, such as I Not Stupid, are high in entertainment 
value but low in the artistic department; this co-relationship is 

apparently more palpable with the introduction of an entertain-
ment classification system. In addition, the two-tier rating, in a 
way, also balances the comparatively more negative criticism of 
Chinese reviews as mentioned in the preceding section. 

MORAL VALUES 
Chinese film reviewers tend to stress more on moral-related 
themes brought up by the films in their reviews compared with 
to English film reviewers. This is likely because Chinese cul-
ture places more emphasis on advocating moral values and 
their various manifestations, including how they are portrayed 
in films. The emphasis on moral values in Singapore’s Chinese 
film reviews has been prevalent since the emergence of Chi-
nese films. Much evidence can be found in Singapore Chinese 
newspapers during the 1950s to 1970s with the beginning of 
the popularity of local Chinese film productions.

A recent example of such an emphasis can be seen in the 
differing Chinese and English film criticism and reviews on Roy-
ston Tan’s 15. The English reviewers for this film focused on 
character development, Tan’s filming techniques and effort.11 

However, the Chinese critics for this film went a step further 
to discuss the injustice in our society in general. One article 
even commented on how society needed to improve its treat-
ment of marginalised teenagers and how the education system 
could improve to cater to these teens,12 turning the review into 
an educational doctrine and a social commentary as well as  
a film criticism.

The above example illustrates the trend of Chinese film  
reviews focusing more on moral values than English film  
reviews, a phenomenon that runs parallel to the Chinese tradi-
tion of wen yi zai dao (the text is the carrier of the Way, or the  
moral values).

CONCLUSION
With the current revival of Singapore-made-films, it is important 
that a study is conducted to analyse the trends of what local film 
reviewers are writing about our local films. 

First, it would be useful for film-makers to understand and 
even utilise these trends as film-making is never only about 
filming the film itself; it is a comprehensive project. Produc-
ers of Singapore films could make use of the identified trends 

to target varying segments 
of the population and ap-
peal to different language-
speaking audiences. With this  
inclusion, the film would 
also resonate with its target  
Singaporean community. 

Second, the average film-
goer may wish to understand  
contemporary local film trends 
and biases in making an  
informed choice in choosing a 
film to view. 

Third, for scholars who 
are doing in-depth research  

All rights reserved, Royston 
Tan, 2003.
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papers on Singapore films, this study may highlight to them 
certain trends and even biases, which should be taken into  
consideration in researches on local films. 

Another interesting trend to note, which is outside the scope 
of this paper, would be the economic trends and the number 
of movies made. The years 1997/1998 were the height of the 
Asian economic crisis. However, this period also marked a 
sharp increase in the number of films produced. This possi-
bly shows a trend of films as a voice of the people or, at the 
very least, the use of films as an outlet for frustration. Future  
researchers may wish to probe further into this area. 

It is hoped that this study has successfully highlighted the 
various characteristics of English and Chinese film reviews. 
With this success, we would achieve the aim of better un-
derstanding the concerns of various local film critics and the 
trends of local film criticism. Equipped with a stronger under-
standing, we would be able to read between the lines when 
perusing film reviews of both languages, taking in consideration 
the fact that the standpoints behind varying film reviews differ 
from time to time. Only in understanding these varying stands 
and backgrounds would we be able to obtain a comprehen-
sive understanding of the film itself. In addition, different stand-
points help us interpret the films in different ways.  Understand-
ing and highlighting the special characteristics and merits of  

Singapore film criticism will 
also act as cultural bal-
last in our nation-building 
efforts, which hopefully 
has been shown in this  
research, as a true ap-
preciation of our literary 
heritage would strengthen  
Singaporeans’  sense of na-
tional identity and belonging.

Critical essays and reviews 
of Singapore films exam-
ine both art and commercial 
films, and the researches of 
these writings are crucial and 
essential in promoting Singa-
pore films.  It is also one of the ways to show appreciation and 
give recognition to films producers, directors, individual critics, 
etc., whose works have greatly inspired the lives of Singaporean 
and international audiences, writers and readers.  It is the hope 
that this report will not only highlight the special characteristics 
and merits of Singapore films and film criticism, but will also aid 
in recognising film and film criticism as an important make-up  
of our cultural identity and literary heritage. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Much has been written about warfare – conquest and revolu-
tion, heroes and enemies. Yet  women’s experience in warfare  
remains an uncharted area in Southeast Asian history. The pau-
city of records was partly rooted in patriarchal bias and igno-
rance on the part of historians when constructing new “autono-
mous” national histories after independence which sidelined 
those (including women) who did not fit into the new emerging 
national narratives, and was often cited as the main reason for 
this unfavourable situation. This led to misconceptions about 
women’s involvement in war. In the case of the Vietnam war, 
women soldiers remained invisible to most Americans and to 
the public gaze despite their contributions to the war and de-
spite being an important facet of the most photographed war 
in history. With regards Malaya (including Singapore before 
their separation in 1965), the groundbreaking study on former 
Malayan Communist Party (MCP) women guerillas by Agnes 
Khoo (2004) in Life as the River Flows remains unchallenged, 
although there were efforts to compile stories on the life of  
former guerillas through video documentary.  
 This paper explores the involvement of women in warfare 
in Malaya and Singapore (also in south Thailand after the  
relocation of the MCP to the Malaya-Thai border in 1953) since 
1941 until the 1989 Hat Yai Peace Accord.  Using both histori-
cal method and gender as analytical tools, the study attempts  
to see how women differ from men in various activities  
connected to war.  

MYRIAD FACETS OF WOMEN IN WAR
History has shown the involvement of women in war in a myriad 
facets ranging from warriors, fighters and spies to women as 
wives, daughters, lovers and war-victims (including internees).  
In Southeast Asia, the Japanese Occupation during World War 
II saw women entering the war zone as fighters, internees and 
war-victims and some were involved indirectly by providing 
various assistance to the anti-Japanese guerillas without their 
entry into the war zone, such as in the case of two famous 
war heroines of Malaya and Singapore – Sybil Kathigasu and 
Elizabeth Choy.1 Across Asia more than 100,000 women be-
came victims of enforced prostitution and were known as “com-
fort women”; it took more than half a century after the war had 

ended for the victims to come forward and reveal their painful 
past (Hicks, 1995).2 Following the fall of Singapore, there were 
2,800 civilian (mostly Europeans) internees at Changi prison; 
out of this, 430 were women and the number increased to 700 
the following year.  This number was actually small compared 
with the 7,000 women and children and 35,000 men interned in 
prison camps in Indonesia. Leaving the memory of pampered 
life behind, these internees lived under very harsh condition - 
the women and children were separated from their loved ones 
(except those interned in mixed family camps). They were no 
strangers to hunger, diseases, lack of medical supplies and a 
stressful life that resulted in recurring and sometimes violent 
bouts of despair and melancholy, with a few having gone mad 
and committed suicide (Allan, 2004).

 Despite the negative im-
pact the war had on their lives,  
recent research on the “for-
gotten” or relatively neglected 
captives of war found that 
the lives of women and chil-
dren internees in mixed fam-
ily camps as “full of energy, 
industry, creativity, fun and 
freedom” (Archer, 2008).  
The women organised birth-
day parties, schools, cook-
ing lessons, concerts, sports, 
dances, religious sessions 
as well as singing and music 
which helped sustain them 

while in captivity (Colijn, 1995).  The women internees in 
the Changi prison even published a camp newspaper called 
POW WOW which appeared from 1 April 1942 to 15 October 
1943 (Michiko, 2008). Researchers believed internment had  
totally changed the women’s attitude towards life -- from always 
depending on others to becoming more independent, strong 
and capable.  Their life seemed much better than those of the 
offspring of Japanese-Indisch.3 The mothers of these children 
insisted on covering up the Japanese origin of their children 
by “deliberately silencing and hiding it” as they could not en-
dure the shame and fear of societal rejection for engaging in a  

Feature
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relationship with the enemy (Buccheim, 2008). As a result these 
mothers took their secret to the grave.
 Overall, Malayan women, irrespective of their background, 
race or religion, suffered and endured dire hardship during the 
Japanese Occupation in 1942-45.  Rapes had taken place be-
fore the eyes of their own family.  Many survived the ordeal 
by disguising themselves as men and smearing their faces 
with mud and charcoal to make themselves unattractive to the  
Japanese soldiers (Sybil, 1983).

WOMEN GUERILLAS
Since time immemorial, war with its masculine nature, is  
defined as a male activity, while the culturally female biol-
ogy of women and motherhood means women do not take 
part in war. The exclusion of women from war and organised  
violence was a result of the general exclusion of women from 
the formal societal apparatus of power and coercion and their 
involvement in motherhood (Pierson, 1987). This polarisation 
subsequently creates gender differences – with war and pub-
lic domain being a male preserve, while the women became a 
natural symbol for peace, the home and the protected society  
(Macdonald, 1987). 
 However, besides being war-victims, women did not  
distance themselves from the resistance movement in their lo-
cality.  In the 1940s and 1950s the call for revolution issued 
by both the Hukbalahap guerillas in Luzon and the Viet Minh 
in North Vietnam, for instance, saw many women entering 
the war zone. In Malaya and Singapore, the signing of the 
Hat Yai Peace Accord in 1989 between the Malaysian gov-
ernment and the MCP which ended the 40-year guerilla war 
for the first time brought to the surface the story of women in-
volvement in underground activities and the guerilla war. Sub-
sequently, most of them settled in the four “peace” villages in 
southern Thailand which was opened by courtesy of the Thai 
government.  Sixteen of the women were interviewed by Ag-
nes Khoo and became the main source of Life as the River 
Flows. Khoo concludes that women, from different education-
al and social backgrounds joined the movement as “a form 
of rebellion against feudalistic, patriarchal oppression they  
experienced as young women” 
(Khoo, 2004).
 Unknown to Khoo, many 
women had joined or fol-
lowed their husbands, friends,  
relatives or lovers to join the 
guerillas without themselves 
having any understanding of 
the communist objectives/
ideologies, but who never-
theless were impressed with 
the MCP leaders who always 
harped on British bias and dis-
crimination against the poor 
and women. Some of them,  
especially those who had 
joined after the MCP relocat-

ed to the Malaysia-Thai border in 1953 (referred here as the  
second generation), did so due to poverty; they believed life 
would be much better if they joined the guerillas because 
everything was provided for.  After the relocation, which was 
made due to security reasons, access to food sources, which 
was the major problem for the MCP guerillas during the Emer-
gency, had improved considerably because there was support 
from the local villagers (Ibrahim Chik, 2004).  Undoubtedly, 
some were coerced to do so (Xiulan, 1983). There were cases 
in which women were kidnapped and taken to the jungle, such 
as the case of the 84-year-old Rosimah Alang bin Mat Yen from 
Kampong Gajah, Perak. Rosimah had spent 52 years of her 
life living with the communists after she was kidnapped while 
working on the padi field in Changkat Jering in Manjong district, 
Perak, at the age of 17 (Utusan Melayu, 30 May 2009).
 The understanding of communist ideology and military 
struggle was more discernible among the first batch of women 
guerillas (those who had joined before the MCP withdrawal to 
south Thailand) who were born during the British colonial period 
and had witnessed the colonial domination in Malaya. The earli-
est involvement of Malayan women in the anti-colonial move-
ment had taken place in the 1930s. The Japanese invasion of 
China in 1937 led the MCP to mobilise the Chinese regard-
less of gender into the anti-Japanese movement which became 
more organised during 1941-45.  The women specially targeted 
were those with education; they were then subjected to the oc-
casional communist propaganda (Suriani, 2006).  Initially the 
Chinese women became underground members of the MCP or 
the Malayan People’s Anti-Japanese Army (MPAJA), acting as 
couriers, assisting the communists in their propaganda work, 
purchasing food for its armed forces and carrying out subver-
sive activities. Chapman, during three-and-a-half years of living 
with the guerillas in the Malayan jungle as liason officer with the 
MCP, dubbed the MPAJA girls as great fighters who were com-
mitted to fighting the Japanese and were never afraid to hold 
guns. He related one case: when the Japanese ambushed MCP 
leaders during a meeting near Kuala Lumpur; a girl emerged 
as an unlikely heroine firing at the Japanese with her tommy-
gun to enable the men to escape until she was shot (Chap-
man, 1963).  By the end of the Japanese Occupation, MCP 
propaganda had succeeded in bringing about the involvement 
of women into their armed forces and to continue the struggle 
against British colonial rule. Through educated Chinese wom-
en comrades, the MPAJA and MCP struggles were extended 
to the Malay villages where the anti-Japanese feeling was  
strong (Abdullah C.D, 2005). 
 Compared with the Chinese community – which put  
kinship relations and friendship network above everything – that  
provided family members or close friends who had joined the 
guerilla movement with all kinds of support (Stubbs, 2004), 
the majority of Malays viewed Malay involvement in the radi-
cal movement as against Islam and many stayed away.  Fami-
lies which had members openly involved in such activities 
were often looked at with deep suspicion.  In the end, many 
did join secretively the guerilla movement. Many Malay women 
who joined the guerilla movement were former members of 
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the Angkatan Wanita Sedar (AWAS), the women wing of the 
Malay Nationalist Party (MNP). These women had their own 
philosophy and were pursuing aggressively the liberation of 
women from feudal oppression and negative social practices 
(Ahmad Boestamam, 2004). When the British banned all radi-
cal and leftist movements like MNP, Pembela Tanahair (PETA), 
Angkatan Pemuda Insaf (API) and AWAS in 1948, most of the 
radical Malays joined the MCP guerillas, including Shamsiah 
Fakeh and Zainab Mahmud, the leader and secretary of AWAS,  
respectively. This benefited the MCP enormously as these 
women were then widely accepted as “heroine” (srikandi) 
with their fluent and confident articulation, educational  
(religious) background, strong fighting spirit and unfazed by guns  
(Shamsiah, 2004).

WOMEN COMRADES AT WORK
History has shown that each guerilla war has its own specific 
characteristics.  However, a comparison among different gue-
rilla wars shows that these wars do share some common traits. 
Like the Communist Party of the Philippines (CPP), female 
MCP cadres generally occupied a lower position in most of the 
military actions orchestrated by the party. Combat operations 
were normally handled by men and this became an impediment 
for women to climb to higher positions in the party hierarchy 
as combat experience was often taken into consideration for 
promotion (Hilsdon, 1995).  The belief among female comrades 
that only those who were brave and intelligent could climb the 
ladder of success within the organisation was quite prevalent.   
This statement is quite true if we look at the “success” story 
of well known MCP women leaders like Shamsiah Fakeh and 
Suriani Abdullah or Eng Ming Ching before her marriage to  
Abdullah C. D., the commander of the Malay Regiment in the 
MCP – the 10th Regiment – in 1955. Starting as an MCP mem-
ber in Ipoh in 1940, the urban-educated Suriani, who had fought 
for the liberation of Malaya (from the British) and also for the 
liberation of women, began the rapid climb in the MCP when 
she was entrusted to lead a propaganda team in Ipoh, and later 
in Singapore, and was directly responsible for the relocation 
of the 10th Regiment from Pahang to the Malaya-Thai border 
in 1953-54. The highest position Suriani had held was that of 
central committee member of the MCP (Suriani, 2006). Her 
charismatic way in handling the tasks and settling the problems 
given to her and her wide experience in wartime had led her 
to hold many important appointments within the MCP (Rashid 
Maidin, 2005). In other words, her marriage to the regimental 
commander was a mere coincidence. For Shamsiah, although 
it was not clear what her rank was within the MCP, her leader-
ship was groomed by leaders of the 10th Regiment who were 
also former colleagues from the MNP, with the aim to attract 
more Malay women to join the movement (Dewan Masyarakat, 
August 1991).  
 Before the MCP relocated to south Thailand, women  
comrades, although their exact number was not known, formed 
an important part of the fighting strength of the MCP, with a 
few heading platoons and fighting units.  Interestingly, Abdul-
lah C.D. (2007) viewed those women who had perished in the 

anti-colonial struggle as “Sri-
kandi bangsa” (flowers of the 
nation), a label that was never 
accorded at the time by any 
other Malayan political move-
ment to their women wing. 
They were also involved in the 
“long march” towards the Ma-
laya-Thai border in 1953 which 
many MCP members dubbed 
the highest struggle when they 
had to march from one place 
to another through thick jungle 
and mountainous terrain, often 
at the risk of ambush by co-
lonial forces, handicapped by 
shortage of arms, ammunition 
and food, and without the support of the Orang Asli and Chi-
nese squatters who were moved to “New Villages” following the 
implementation of the “Briggs Plan” in 1950.5 The journey itself 
took a year and six months to complete (Apa khabar Orang 
Kampong / Village People Radio Show, 2007). For female com-
rades, they suffered more especially those who were pregnant, 
such as the case of Zainab Mahmud (Musa Ahmad’s wife)6 who 
was at an early stage of pregnancy when the long march began 
(Aloysius, 1995). During this testing period, all hygienic needs 
during birth or menstruation were secondary with jungle plants 
used widely to stop or delay this biological process while some 
women stopped menstruating due to the hardship. These plants 
were also used to facilitate abortion or to prevent hunger.7

 
LIFE IN THE GUERILLA CAMPS
As stressed by Becket (1999), the word “guerilla” connotes war 
and wartime conditions in difficult terrains like mountain and 
jungle.  Being well versed with the local environment provides 
mobility to the guerillas who favours “hit-and-run” tactics that 
would inflict damage. It also provides time and opportunity 
to evade the enemy.  Guerillas also tend to enjoy local sup-
port, especially those living in the jungle, although at times 
this was secured through terror tactics  which were a neces-
sity so as to prolong the struggles (Beckett, 1999). This defi-
nition fits the nature of the MCP struggles.  Its tactics of “at-
tack and quick withdrawal” and “hide and survive” became 
the main feature of the MCP guerilla war which enabled it to 
survive until 1989. The MCP guerillas lacked both arms and 
food. Hunger and starvation were part of their lives and they 
also had to be constantly on the run and never camped for 
long in one place (Ibrahim Chik, 2004; Apa Khabar Orang  
Kampong, 2007).  
 Under this stressful and uncertain condition, both the MPAJA 
and MCP female guerillas lived their everyday life together with 
male comrades. During stressful times, such as the Japanese 
Occupation (1941-45) and the Emergency (1948-60) there was 
no clear boundaries or lines between gender especially dur-
ing wartime as both male and female comrades had to com-
bine their collective energy to ensure victory.  Like the males,  
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female combatants underwent 
a similarly difficult life; they had 
to abide by party discipline, 
undertake specific duties in 
the camps such as sentry duty, 
transporting food which many 
female comrades claimed as 
the most difficult task (Xiu-
lan, 1983), cooking and nurs-
ing, besides attending military 
trainings and political courses. 
They were also exposed to 
offensive measures by Japa-
nese intelligence apparatus 
and later British security forces 
and were liable to be killed if caught by the enemy as reported 
in the Straits Echo and Times of Malaya between the late 1940s  
and early 1950s. 
 Moving to urban guerilla warfare in Singapore (Singapore 
became the main base for propaganda work), the colonial re-
sponse saw the arrests of many women including a Chinese 
woman who was responsible for directing all the MCP activi-
ties in Singapore (CO 1022/207).  Many were also caught by 
the Singapore authority for their involvement in the “anti-yellow 
culture” campaign of the 1950s which saw the active involve-
ment of the Singapore Women Federation (PRO 27 330/56).  
The campaign was directed against imported culture which cor-
rupted the individual and public moral but was perceived by the 
colonial government as communist propaganda to raise politi-
cal awareness in the intellectual class (Harper, 1999).
 Even though their job seemed to be equal to that of the 
men’s, some of the former female guerillas claimed women 
were given comparatively easy tasks due to their physical built.  
Perhaps this refers to those from the second-generation com-
batants who saw fewer armed skirmishes and the women were 
given tasks such as sewing, breeding animals and nursing as 
well as tasks related to the kitchen; these job were less de-
manding whereas going to war was preferably given to men. 
Except for Chang Li Li, most of the women interviewed (most 
of them were from the second generation of MCP combat-
ants) claimed they were never involved with any armed skir-
mishes and that women would be the last to be given weapon  
training compared with the men in their camp. They admitted the  
combination of bravery and intelligence would certainly  
enhance (in the eyes of their superior) the female cadres’  
opportunity for success (namely, promotion) and to take part  
in military operations.
 While war might break down gender boundaries especial-
ly during stressful times, and women were able to live in the 
hostile jungle, in reality, there was little to separate the women 
guerillas from womanhood or the emotion of motherhood.  Of 
interest are their love life (to be in love and to be loved), mar-
riage, procreation and children.  Each camp conducted its ev-
eryday life in accordance with its own rules. Interestingly, while 
the Communist Party of the Philippines’ (CPP) practised a more 
liberal policy on sexual matters which created problem to the 

movement by allowing marriage and, in the end, many female 
CPP were engrossed in looking after their family while war be-
came the responsibility of the men (Hilsdon, 1995), the MCP 
seemed to have a stricter general policy about family life within 
the camp although, towards the end of the struggle, this poli-
cy became more lenient.  Marriage was allowed in most MCP 
camps but during the Japanese Occupation, husband and wife 
were not allowed to work in the same camp to avoid sexual 
complications. As reported by Force 136 (during the liaison with 
the MPAJA), these matters were unheard of during their war 
against the Japanese (Chin & Hack, 2004). This complication 
became common during the Emergency and thereafter with 
certain camps putting up a strict policy with regards to love, 
marriage and pregnancy. The 8th Regiment in Natawee district, 
for instance, prohibited its women cadres to be pregnant; and if 
found to be so they were forced to have an abortion. 
 As the hostile jungle and wartime condition were not  
suitable to raise children, most camps had in place a ruling of 
giving away babies to local villagers. Again the female cadres 
had to face enormous emotional struggles to part with their 
loved ones.  Although some interviewed women tried to hide 
their real feelings at the time of their involvement with the gue-
rillas by saying they did not regret what they had gone through, 
there were women who refused to think or remember their life 
in the jungle, especially when asked about the separation with 
their children.  Others simply could not resist motherhood and 
managed to escape from the camp. The 68-year-old Khatijah, 
who was interviewed in March 2009 in Betong, south Thailand, 
claimed many women had to endure the feeling of sadness 
upon leaving their family behind but did not have the courage to 
leave camp for fear of possible punishment by the MCP. Some 
felt miserable at the time of separation with their babies but re-
lented as the safety of the children became their main concern 
(I Love Malaya, 2006). The most tragic incident befell Shamsiah 
Fakeh when she was accused of killing her own baby in the 
jungle, an accusation, which she claimed was meant to smear 
her reputation, that she had repeatedly refuted in her memoir. 
In the memoir she asked her readers “as a nationalist fighter, 
could a mother kill her own child?” (Shamsiah, 2004: 72).
 The accusation of killing her son (in the case of Shamsiah 
Fakeh) is probably the only case of its kind in the history of fe-
male guerillas in the MCP.  But the problem of illicit sex, which 
led to unwanted pregnancy 
was nothing new in guerilla 
life. Sometimes it also involved 
leaders of the movement 
which led to morale decline in 
the party. Some party mem-
bers regarded illicit love af-
fairs as a serious problem that 
started when the MCP tried to 
strengthen the party after the 
withdrawal to south Thailand 
by “accepting newcomers” 
(men and women) to the party, 
mostly local Thais. As there 
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 Spies (including women spies) who had infiltrated the 
MCP had caused considerable chaos among party mem-
bers at the end of the 1960s.  In its effort to eliminate sabo-
tage the MCP conducted a rectification campaign to iden-
tify and capture spies.  Orchestrating these efforts were a 
few leading figures of the North Malaya Bureau, including a 
female leader by the name of Ah Yen who admitted to using 
torture to get the truth from those arrested. This campaign 
saw many women caught and punished on suspicion of  
being spies (Bei Ma Ju Po Huo Di Jian Zheng Xiang, 1999). In 

1968, the rectification campaign in the 12th Regiment saw 35 
members massacred, 200 others “exposed and criticised” and 
another 70 sacked from the party. The same drive was targeted at  
the 8th regiment.  
 The drive to capture spies in the MCP created cracks in the 
movement as some camp leaders claimed many combatants 
had become victims of unproven accusations. The rectifica-
tion campaign, which affected every new recruit and later the 
veterans, brought about a major split in the MCP into factions, 
including the MCP central faction, 12th Regiment breakaway  

faction, the MCP (Marxist-Lenin-
ist) faction which was formed in  
August 1974 and the MCP 
revolutionary faction (formerly  
the 8th  Regiment).
  
CONCLUSION
From the discussion, women 
do have their own “space” in 
war history whether as fighters, 
spies, wives, daughters and war-
victims. In the case of the gue-
rilla movements in Malaya/Ma-
laysia and Singapore, while the 
war broke down the boundaries 
between men and women as 
they had to fight for survival and 
victory, womanhood was never 
totally suppressed from the fe-
male comrades.  To be in love 
and to be loved that often ended 
in unwanted pregnancies, the 
sadness of being detached from 

was no clear method to control 
recruitment, the MCP failed to 
differentiate the “good guys” from 
the “bad guys”.  There were also 
members who believed women 
were manipulated as a tool to 
sabotage the MCP; these women 
were sent to create havoc by us-
ing illicit love affairs to ensure that 
leaders were engrossed in this 
distraction to the detriment of the 
political struggle and ideological 
purity (Ibrahim Chik, 2004: 202).  
Besides the issue of intimate re-
lationship, MCP members had 
also claimed the enemy (Thai 
government) had used women to 
poison their leaders through food 
as women were in control of the 
kitchen.  There were many cases 
of sabotage by poisoning which 
were highlighted in the memoirs 
of MCP leaders.8

The author at the entrance of the Khao Nam 
Khang Historical Tunnel Natawee District, 
Songkhla Province, which used to be the 
base camp for the 8th Regiment. 
Photo courtesy of Mahani Awang.

The stairs inside the Khao Nam Khang 
tunnel which was used as an escape route.
Photo courtesy of Mahani Awang.

Members of the 8th Regiment. Photo courtesy of Mahani Awang.
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1 See, Sybil Kathigasu. (1983). No Dram 
of Mercy (with Introduction by Sir Richard 
Winstedt and Preface by Cheah Boon 
Kheng). Singapore: Oxford University 
Press; Zhou Mei. (1995).  Elizabeth Choy: 
More than A War Heroine. Singapore: 
Landmark Books.  Sybil and Elizabeth 
suffered direct physical and psychological 
torture in the hands of the Japanese 
kempeitai (military police).  Sybil died in 
June 1949 due to the torture.

2 The  revelation was made through the 
publication of memoirs by victims.  See, 
for instance, Maria Rosa Henson. (1999). 
Comfort Women: A Filipina’s Story 
of Prostitution and Slavery under the 
Japanese Military. Lanbam: Rowman & 
Littlefield Publishers; Swee Lian. (2008).  
Tears of a Teen-age Comfort Women.  

Singapore: Horizontal Books; Jan Huff-
O’Herne. (1994). 50 Years of Silence: 
Comfort Women of Indonesia. Australia: 
Editions Tom Thompson.

3 ‘Indisch’ denotes both European 
and Eurasian who had settled in the 
Netherlands East Indies.  They were born 
through the intimate relationship of their 
mothers with Japanese soldiers.

4 This information was based on interviews 
with former female MCP guerillas now 
residing in Betong, south Thailand, 
between January 2009 and March 2009.

5 Iskandar Carey. (1976). Orang Asli: The 
Aboriginal Tribes of Peninsular Malaysia.  
Kuala Lumpur: Oxford University Press, p. 
311.  It was reported that by 1953, 30,000 

Orang Asli were already under  
communist influence.

6 Musa Ahmad was one of the important 
leaders in the 10th Regiment.

7 This information was provided by Leong 
Yee Seng, the former members of the 8th 
Regiment who managed the Khao Nam 
Khang Historical Tunnel in the Natawee 
District of Songkhla Province during an 
interview on 14 March 2009.  The Khao 
Nam Khang Historical Tunnel was formerly 
a main base for the 8th Regiment.

8 Ibrahim Chik, Abdullah C.D. and Suriani 
Abdullah were among MCP leaders who 
had first-hand experienced of sabotage 
through poisoning.  
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ENDNOTES

REFERENCES

motherhood as they were not allowed to raise children in the 
camps, and missing out on the “outside world” which led many 
to escape, were among the issues that had appeared within 
camp life in the jungle.  This perspective offers a new insight 
with regards to women involvement in the guerilla movement 
in Malaya, and is different from Khoo’s Life as the River Flows 

which is more concerned with the “voices” of these women  
collected through interviews without in-depth analysis.  
 The author wishes to thank Dr Cheah Boon Kheng,  
Honorary Editor, Journal of Malaysian Branch of the Royal Asi-
atic Society (JMBRAS), for his constructive comments on an 
earlier draft of the paper. 
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The above ditty is a common saying indicative of social  
stereotyping among Chinese dialect groups observed in Muar, 
Johore, in the 1950s. In fact, as far back as the 19th and early 
20th century, there were already studies in Singapore highlight-
ing the relationship between the occupations held by Chinese 
immigrants and their dialect origins (Braddell, 1855; Seah, 
1848; Vaughan, 1874). Hokkiens and Teochews, being early 
settlers on the island, were known to dominate the more lu-
crative businesses, while later immigrants and minority dialect 
groups like Hainanese and Foochows were frequently regard-
ed as occupying a lower position in the economic standings 
(Tan, 1990). Drawing on published English resources avail-
able in the Lee Kong Chian Reference Library, this article 
aims to explore why certain Chinese dialect groups in Singa-
pore, such as Hokkiens, Teochews, Cantonese, Hakkas and 
Hainanese, seem to have specialised in specific trades and 
occupations, particularly during the early colonial period un-
til the 1950s. It also posits some reasons why dialect group 
identities are no longer as dominant and obvious now as  
they used to be.   

CHINESE MIGRATION TO SINGAPORE
Before delving into the occupational specialisation of each  
dialect group, it is important to first understand the social and 
economic background that resulted in the large-scale migration 
of Chinese from China to Singapore in the 19th century. During 
that time, life was extremely difficult in China; overpopulation 
resulted in a shortage in rice, a basic food staple, which led to 
inflation. Chinese peasants were also exploited by landlords, 
who imposed exorbitant rents on cultivable land to counter the 
high land taxes and surcharges levied by the Qing government. 
Natural calamities further aggravated the situation. From 1877 
to 1888, for example, the drought in north and east China left 
close to six million people homeless and, without any aid from 
the government, many starved to death. Moreover, China was 
also mired in political turmoil. The Taiping Rebellion (1850-65), 
which originated in southern China, wiped out about 600 cities 
and towns, destroyed all the central provinces of China and ad-
versely affected agricultural production, leading to widespread 
poverty and lawlessness. All these factors pushed many  
Chinese to go overseas in search of a better life (Yen, 1986).

 Fortuitously, the founding of Singapore by the British in 1819, 
and the subsequent establishment of the Straits Settlements 
states of Penang, Malacca and Singapore by 1826 opened up 
numerous trade and work opportunities for the Chinese. In the 
last quarter of the 19th century, the discovery of tin in the Ma-
layan states, as well as the large-scale development of rub-
ber plantations, were additional pull factors for the Chinese to 
migrate to the region (Tan, 1986). The British brought about 
law and order in the Straits Settlements and initiated policies 
of free trade, unrestricted immigration (at least until the Aliens 
Ordinance was introduced in 1933 to limit the number of male 
migrants) (Cheng, 1985) and non-interference in the affairs of 
the migrant population, all of which were advantageous to the 
Chinese migrants in search of economic advancement (Tan, 
1986). Singapore, which came under direct British control as a 
crown colony in 1867, was not only the most important hub in 
the south of the Malayan Peninsula for the handling and pro-
cessing of raw materials, it was also one of the major transit 
points where indentured labour from China and India were de-
ployed to other parts of Southeast Asia. With a thriving econ-
omy, abundant job opportunities, and favourable British poli-
cies, large numbers of Chinese flocked to Singapore. In a letter 
to the Duchess of Somerset in June 1819, Stamford Raffles, 
the founder of modern Singapore, claimed that his “new colo-
ny thrives most rapidly… and it has received an accession of 
population exceeding 5000, principally Chinese, and their num-
ber is daily increasing” (quoted in Song, 1923, p. 7). By 1836, 
the Chinese population (at 45.9%) had already surpassed the  
indigenous Malay community to become the major ethnic group 
in Singapore (Saw, 1969). 

FORMATION OF TRADE SPECIALISATIONS 
Despite originating from the same country, the Chinese  
community in Singapore was not a homogenous one, but was  
highly divided and fragmented instead (Tan, 1986). The Chinese 
came from different provinces in China and spoke different dia-
lects: those who came from the Fujian province spoke Hokkien; 
the ones from Chaozhou prefecture spoke Teochew; people 
from Guangdong province spoke Cantonese, while those from 
Hainan Island spoke Hainanese. In addition, the dialect groups 
worshipped different local deities and considered their own  

“The	Teochews	are	reputed	for	making	fine	kuayteow,
the Hokkiens for their mee,

the Hainanese for their coffee,
and the Cantonese for their pee”.1

Li Yih Yuan, Yige Yizhi de Shizhen 
[一个移殖的市镇:	马来亚华人市镇生活的调查研究]
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traditions and customs to be superior to those of the others 
(Yen, 1986). As the different spoken dialects posed a signifi-
cant communication barrier between groups, the Chinese im-
migrants naturally banded together within their own provincial 
communities for security and assistance in this new environ-
ment (Yen, 1986). This phenomenon was further aided by 
Raffles’ plan to segregate the different groups (Braddell, 1854). 
In 1822, Raffles proclaimed that “in establishing the Chinese 
kampong on a proper footing, it will be necessary to advert to 
the provincial and other distinctions among this peculiar peo-
ple. It is well known that the people of one province are more 
quarrelsome than another, and that continued disputes and dis-
turbances take place between people of different provinces”. 
(Song, 1923, pp.12)
 How then did the trade specialisations based on dialect 
groupings come about? Cheng (1985) posited that the con-
centration of each dialect group in specific areas on the island 
provided a geographical and socioeconomic base for starting 
a trade. As more and more people of the same dialect group 
moved into the same area, the trade that was initially started by 
some would become increasingly established and entrenched. 
This was especially so because new migrants to Singapore 
tended to turn to their relatives (usually of the same dialect 
group) for jobs. Indeed, an early immigrant, Ang Kian Teck, 
confirmed this point. He related that “when you first arrive in 
Singapore, you find out what your relatives are doing and you 
follow suit. If your relatives are rickshaw pullers, then you too 
would become one. My elder brother was already in Singapore 
working as chap he tiam shopkeeper, so I joined him.” (quoted 
in Chou & Lim, 1990, p. 28). It was also natural for experienced 
migrants, such as fishermen, artisans and traders, to continue 
with their specialised trades when they resettled. Factors such 
as the physical environment, as well as the intervention of se-
cret societies, also contributed to the dominance of particular 
dialect groups in certain trades (Mak, 1981).
 Mak (1995) puts forth several reasons to explain why such 
occupational patterns continued to persist. First, businesses 
which were capital-intensive, by the very fact that they required 
large amounts of resources, tended to exclude the poorer dia-
lect groups. Close network ties within communities similarly 
prevented other dialect groups from participating in the same 
trades. The way trade groups were organised, and the forma-
tion of occupational guilds and the apprenticeship system, were 
successful in keeping businesses within certain dialect groups. 
Occupational guilds helped to contain the supply of materials 
and information required for the trade within the dialect group. 
For example, the Singapore Cycle and Motor Traders’ Asso-
ciation, dominated by Henghuas, ensured that the continuation 
of trade stayed within the same dialect group by encouraging 
members to take over the retiring businesses of fellow clans-
men (Cheng, 1985). The apprenticeship system, which entails 
the passing of skills from one to another, was more effective 
when employers and trainees understood each other. Hence, 
the employer who was looking for an apprentice would tend 
to choose someone from the same dialect origin. Over time, 
the acquired reputation of a dialect group in a particular trade 

might also prevent other dialect groups from competing in the  
same trade successfully. 
 All the above factors reinforced one another and strengthen 
the dialect group’s position in that trade. As a result, the “con-
sequence of dialect trade specialisation is that the particular 
dialect becomes the language of the trade. Dialect incompre-
hensibility among different dialect groups, dialect patronage, 
and trade associations are mutually influencing and reinforcing; 
and together they form a barrier by excluding members of other 
dialect groups from entry or effective participation. Thus, un-
less the conditions for dialect trade are disrupted, the trend of 
development is towards further consolidation and expansion.”  
(Cheng, 1985, p. 90). 

DOMINANT TRADES FOR  
MAJOR DIALECT GROUPS
Hokkiens
Among the various dialect groups, Hokkiens were among the 
earliest to arrive in Singapore. It was recorded that the first 
groups of Chinese to arrive in Singapore had come from Mal-
acca and most of these early migrants were believed to be 
Hokkiens, then known as Malacca–born Chinese (Seah, 1848). 
Subsequently, Hokkiens from Quanzhou, Zhangzhou, Yongc-
hun and Longyan prefectures of Fujian province also migrated 
to Singapore (Cheng, 1985). With a long history of junk trade 
involvement in Southeast Asia, it was natural for Hokkiens 
to continue to be active in commerce, working as shopkeep-
ers, general agriculturalists, manufacturers, boatmen, porters, 

fishermen and bricklayers, according to an estimate made in 
1848 (Braddell, 1855). In fact, Braddell noted that the Hok-
kien Malaccan Chinese, who were Western educated and 
had prior interactions with European merchants, had “a virtual 
monopoly of trade at Singapore” in the 1850s (p. 115). Raf-
fles also noted in a letter to European officials that the more 
respectable traders were found among the Hokkiens (Tan, 
1986). The Hokkiens congregated and settled in Telok Ayer  
Street, which was near the seacoast, and this gave 
them an added advantage for coastal trade. All these  
propelled the Hokkiens to successfully establish a  

All rights reserved, Singapore 
Society of Asian Studies, 1995.

All rights reserved, Opinion 
Books, 1990. 
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to control the speculative coffee and spice trade, as well as a 
number of banks, including the Ho Hong Bank (1917), Oversea-
Chinese Banking Corporation (1932), United Overseas Bank 
(1935), Bank of Singapore (1954), and Tat Lee Bank (1975), to 
name a few (Cheng, 1985). 
 Another well-documented trade specialisation among  
Hokkiens (specifically those who came from Anxi of Quanzhou 
prefecture) was the chap he tiam business, otherwise known 
as the “mixed goods” store or retail provision store business 
(Chou & Lim, 1990). Well-known Hokkien personalities like 
Tan Kah Kee and Lee Kong Chian were also involved in the 
pineapple-canning business (Tan, 1999). All in all, Hokkiens 
dominated the more lucrative trades and had a lion’s share 
in the following fields: banking, finance, insurance, shipping, 
manufacturing, import and ex-
port trade in Straits produce,  
ship-handling, textiles, re-
alty and even building and  
construction (Cheng, 1985). 
 Hokkiens were and con-
tinue to be the largest Chinese  
dialect group in Singapore, ac-
counting for more than 40% of 
the overall Chinese population 
(Leow, 2001). 

Teochews
Teochews, who are some-
times known as the “Swa-
tow People”, formed the  
second largest dialect group  
in Singapore (Tan, 1990), 
and originated largely from  

the Chaozhou prefecture in Guangdong province.
 Teochews were inclined towards agriculture, and their 
economic prowess was anchored in the planting and market-
ing of gambier and pepper (Tan, 1990). Records have shown 
that even before the arrival of the British in Singapore, some 
Teochew farmers and their gambier plantations were already 
on the island (Bartley, 1933). The first Teochews to arrive on 
the British colony were believed to have come from the Riau 
Islands (Cheng, 1985), which had a large Teochew settlement, 
and was a centre for gambier trade. With a free port status of-
fering a gateway to international markets, Singapore soon re-
placed Riau as the preferred gambier trading centre for many 
Teochew traders. Before long, the gambier and pepper trades in  
Singapore were dominated by Teochews, and in the 1840s,  

strong commercial footing on  
the island (Cheng, 1985).
 Hokkiens’ strong econom-
ic position allowed them to  
accumulate capital, which 
in turn gave them a higher 
chance of venturing into new 
businesses like rubber plant-
ing when the economy grew 
(Cheng, 1985). Hokkien capi-
talists were the first pioneers to 
invest in rubber planting, which 
was considered to be a riskier 
and more capital-intensive 
venture than gambier plant-
ing, as rubber could be tapped 
only after many years, and 
was also subjected to violent 
price fluctuations. The rubber 
boom during World War I and 
the Korean War strengthened 
Hokkiens’ economic position 
further and Hokkiens went on 

A chap he tiam in China Street stocked with dried goods and Chinese produce.
Image reproduced from Tan, T. (Ed.). (1990). Chinese dialect groups: Traits and trades, p. 24. 
All rights reserved, Opinion Books, 1990.

A kelong.
Image reproduced from Tan, T. (Ed.). (1990). Chinese dialect groups: Traits and trades, p. 39. 
All rights reserved, Opinion Books, 1990. 
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they made up more than 95% 
of the Chinese gambier and 
pepper planters and coolies 
(Braddell, 1855). Seah Eu 
Chin, a Teochew, was said to 
be the first Chinese to initi-
ate the large-scale planting 
of gambier and pepper on 
the island and his plantation 
“stretched for eight to ten miles 
from the upper end of River 
Valley Road to Bukit Timah 
and Thomson Road” (Song, 
1923, p. 20)
 As gambier and pepper pro-
duce was transported to town 
via waterways, Teochews tend-
ed to settle along the middle 
portion of the Singapore River. 
It was said that Teochews on 
the left bank of the Singapore 
River were mainly involved 
in gambier, pepper and other 
tropical produce while Teo-
chews on the right bank of the  

Singapore River virtually dominated the sundry goods and 
textile trades (Phua, 1950). Teochews were also involved in 
the boat trade with Siam, Hong Kong, Shantou, Vietnam and 
West Borneo (Hodder, 1953), and had a dominant share in 
the trading of rice, chinaware, and glassware as well (Cheng, 
1985). The establishment of the Four Seas Communications 
Bank by leading Teochews in 1907 marked the peak of their  
economic strength.
 Unfortunately, gambier cultivation declined in Singapore 
from 1850 as a result of soil exhaustion. This led many Teo-
chews to move their base to Johore (Makepeace, et al, 1921). 
In addition, as chemicals increasingly replaced gambier as a 
dye, Teochews’ economic strength dwindled further.
 Another group of Teochews was recorded to have settled in 
Punggol and Kangkar, along the northern coastal fringes of the 
island (Chou, 1990). Living close to the sea, they became ex-
perienced fishermen, boatmen, fishmongers and fish wholesal-
ers. Their livelihood as fishermen was badly affected, however, 
when the Singapore government decided to phase out kelongs 
(the largest form of fish trap) in favour of fish farms in 1981.

Cantonese
Numbering 14,853 in 1881, Cantonese were the third largest 
dialect group after Hokkiens and Teochews.2 Cantonese origi-
nated from the Pearl River Delta region, particularly from the 
Guangzhou and Zhaoqing prefectures in Guangdong province. 
They were sometimes labelled as “Macaus” as they had used 
Macau as their main port of emigration prior to the opening 
up of Hong Kong in 1842 (Tan, 1990). The first Cantonese to  

arrive in Singapore was believed to be Chow Ah Chi, who ar-
rived in Singapore together with Sir Stamford Raffles in 1819. 
One source mentioned that he was a carpenter from Penang 
(Cheng, 1985), while another source claimed that he was in 
fact the cook named Ts’ao Ah Chih on board Raffles’ ship (Tan, 
1990). Cantonese were among the first to arrive in Singapore, 
and they settled in the Kreta Ayer region as they preferred 
the elevated inland areas to the swampy waterfront district  
(Cheng, 1985).
 Cantonese were involved in a wide variety of occupations. 
Seah Eu Chin (1848) observed in 1848 that Cantonese and 
Hakkas were predominantly artisans. Similarly, William Picker-
ing, who later became the First Protector of Chinese in Singa-
pore, wrote in 1876 that most Cantonese and Hakkas in the 
Straits Settlements were miners and artisans. The Cantonese 
in Singapore were known to work as bricklayers, carpenters, 
cabinet-makers, woodcutters and goldsmiths. Cantonese wom-
en from San Sui (Three Rivers), in particular, were noted for 
their contribution to Singapore’s construction industry in the 
1950s and 1960s (Tan, 1990). The Cantonese also opened a 
number of restaurants and herbal medical stores in Singapore 
during the late 19th century (Mak, 1995). 
 Vice was another trade that was reportedly linked to Can-
tonese (Mak, 1995). The Superintendent of Census remarked 
that most prostitutes were of Cantonese origin, and newspa-
pers of that period reported that there were a few thousand 
prostitutes in the Kreta Ayer region, an area that was predomi-
nantly occupied by Cantonese. Although there were also Hok-
kien and Teochew brothels, their numbers decreased due to 
pressure from Hokkien leaders to close down Hokkien broth-

Traditional Chinese medicine shop.
Image reproduced from Tan, T. (Ed.). (1990). Chinese dialect groups: Traits and trades, p. 53. 
All rights reserved, Opinion Books, 1990. 
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els in a bid to undo the shame brought to their dialect group, 
as well as a ban on the emigration of Teochew women from  
Chaozhou in the 1880s. 
 The trades engaged by Cantonese were mainly craft-
based and were small in scale. Such trades, when compared 
to the import and export businesses dominated by Hokkiens, 
generated much less income and wealth. Thus, Cantonese 
were generally regarded as less economically well-off than  
Hokkiens and Teochews.

Hakkas
Unlike the other dialect groups which were based in one 
or two prefectures, the presence of Hakkas was extensive 
throughout China. Known as the nomads of China, the south-
ward migration to Southeast Asia was a natural progression 

for the community. The term “Hakka” is actually a Cantonese  
translation for “guest family”, or “ke jia” in Mandarin.
 In Singapore, it was documented that Hakkas had settled 
in South Bridge Road, North Bridge Road and the Lorong Tai 
Seng area in Paya Lebar (Tan, 1990), while Cheng (1985) also 
suggested that they had largely settled in Pasir Panjang, Lim 
Chu Kang, Chua Chu Kang, Kampong Bahru and Jurong. 
 Like Cantonese, Hakkas were involved in a wide range of 
craft-related occupations such as  shoemaking, garment manu-
facturing , tailoring and jewellery making. Estimating the num-
bers and occupations of Chinese in Singapore in 1848, Braddell 
(1855) recorded that there were about 1,000 Hakkas working as 
house carpenters, 800 involved as woodcutters, 600 as shop-
keepers and traders, 500 as blacksmiths, 400 as tailors and 
shoemakers, 200 as cabinet makers, 100 as goldsmiths and 

100 as barbers. Hakkas (together with the Cantonese) in the 
Straits Settlements were also recognised by Pickering in 1876 
as miners and artisans. Mak (1995) suggested that Hakkas did 
not seem to like sea-related work, as there was no evidence 
of any Hakkas working in or near the sea although there were 
records of Hokkien longshore men, Cantonese boat-builders, 
and Teochew fishermen. 
 Two trades engaged by Hakkas warrant special mention. 
Pawnbroking was one of them. Regarded as the “poor man’s 
bank”, pawnshops had more than one hundred years of history 
in Singapore (Cheng, 1985). Pawnbroking was a service that 
the poor could utilise to get quick cash in return for a pledge 
of their valuables. According to Tan and Chua (1990), Hakkas 
seemed to have dominated this trade right from its beginning. 
In 1880, Singapore did not have any pawnshops, but the British 

government subsequently de-
cided to kick start the industry 
by issuing pawnshop licences 
to applicants who were willing 
to pay a fee of $200 per an-
num. A Dabu Hakka, Mr Ho 
Yuen Oh, pioneered this in-
dustry by successfully obtain-
ing the licences to operate the 
first eight pawnshops in Singa-
pore. Since then, Hakkas have 
dominated this trade. 
 Another trade worth not-
ing was Hakkas’ participation 
in the textile trade. The textile 
trade was initially dominated by  
Teochews and Hokkiens, but 
Hakkas managed to compete 
and gain a slice of the market 
share by directing their textile  
exports to Johore Bahru, Mal-
acca, Ipoh and some parts of  
Indonesia, all of which were 
not covered by the other two 
dialect groups (Cheng, 1985).

Interior of a pawnshop.
Image reproduced from Tan, T. (Ed.). (1990). Chinese dialect groups: Traits and trades, p. 70. 
All rights reserved, Opinion Books, 1990. 

All rights reserved, Singapore 
University Press, 1985.

All rights reserved, Oxford 
University Press, 1986.
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Hainanese 
Hainanese originated from Hainan Island, which was under the 
jurisdiction of Guangdong province. Most Hainanese in Singa-
pore had come from either the Wencheng or Qiongzhou districts 
of Hainan Island (Tan, 1990). Some Hainanese still address 
themselves as “Kheng Chew Nang” (people of Kheng Chew), 
the old name for Hainan Island. Currently, Hainanese are the 
fifth largest dialect group in Singapore, constituting 6.69% of 
the Chinese population (Leow, 2001). 
 Hainanese migrated to Singapore much later than the other 
dialect groups, mainly because of the late opening of Hainan 
Island to foreign trade when Hankou was made a treaty port 
in 1870. Cheng (1985) noted that there was a lack of Hain-
anese presence in Singapore in the first 20 years after the is-
land’s founding, and the first Hainanese association in Singa-
pore was established only in 1857. This late migration affected 
Hainanese economically and left them with few employment 
choices as early settlers such as Hokkiens and Teochews had 
by then established a firm foundation in the more lucrative busi-
nesses like commerce, trade and agriculture. With no business 
contacts, and possessing a dialect that was not comprehen-
sible to most other groups, Hainanese found it difficult to break 
into the commercial sector. They eventually carved a niche for 
themselves in the service industries, dominating a range of  
occupations largely associated with food and beverages, such 
as coffee stall holders and assistants, bakers, as well as bar-
men and waiters in local hotels and restaurants (Yap, 1990). In 
fact, the signature local concoction ”Singapore Sling” was said 
to be created by Ngiam Tong Boon, a Hainanese bartender who 
worked at Raffles Hotel (Conceicao, 2009). Many Hainaneses 
also found jobs as domestic servants or cooks for European 
families and rich Peranakan households. It was not unusual for 
a British family to hire a Hainanese couple with the husband 
taking charge of both the cook’s and butler’s responsibilities 
while the wife would assume the role of a housekeeper (Yap, 
1990). The experience of working for these European and Per-
anakan families equipped Hainanese with the culinary skills 
they are known for even today – Western food and Nyonya cui-
sine. Due to their jobs in European households and the military 
bases, clusters of Hainanese could be found in the Bukit Timah, 
Tanglin, Changi and Nee Soon areas (Tan, 1990). 
 Hainanese influence could also be found in the areas around 
Beach Road and Seah Street. These places were peppered 
with Hainanese coffee shops, a trade which the Hainanese 
dominated until the 1930s (Yap, 1990). Hainanese chose to en-
ter the food trade as it did not require a large amount of capital 
investment. They were able to set up simple coffee stalls with 
just a few pieces of furniture by the roadside serving coffee to 
the masses. From such humble beginnings, Hainanese eventu-
ally progressed and moved their businesses to better locations 
in shop houses when the rentals for shop houses fell during the 
Depression years. However, Hainanese dominance in the cof-
fee shop trade waned in the 1930s and gave way to Foochows 
instead, who operated bigger ventures, were better able to  
cooperate and were more willing to take advantage of  
bank loans (Yap, 1990). 

Other Dialect Groups
Other dialect groups that existed in Singapore included  
Foochows (who dominate the coffee shop trade after the 
1930s), Henghuas and Hokchias (who specialised in the rick-
shaw and bicycle trades) and Shanghainese (otherwise known 
as the Waijiangren or Sanjiangren) who were involved in the 
tailoring, leather goods, antiques, cinema entertainment and 
sundry goods businesses (Cheng, 1985).

EROSION OF DIALECT GROUP IDENTITY
In the past, dialect group identity played an important role in the 
choice of occupational specialisation among the early Chinese 
immigrant society. However, the same cannot be said for today. 
Mak (1995) had, in fact, commented that dialect group identity 
was by now a “social reality of the past” (p.189). 
 There are a number of factors that have brought about this 
change, one of which could be occupational differentiation. 
When the island was first founded, the jobs available to the new 
immigrants were labour-intensive ones that were mostly asso-
ciated with the primary sectors. The requirements for jobs were 
similar and employers tended to hire based on similar dialect 
origins, which also guaranteed similar language, culture and 
a certain level of trust (Mak, 1995). As the economy advanced 
and grew, jobs grew in complexity and required different skill 
sets. As a result, employers began to hire according to one’s 
skills or education rather than dialect group association. The 
presence of job placement and training agencies also perpetu-
ated the importance of skills in a successful job search. 
 A second reason for dialect group erosion could be the 
decreasing need to maintain ties with clansmen (Tan, 1986). 
Early immigrants felt a need to band together within similar 
dialect groups for security and support in a new environment.  
However, generations later, there is a much lower sense of  
cultural affinity to China, and a greater focus on nation-building 
in a multicultural Singapore instead. 
 Another important factor that contributed to the erosion of 
dialect group identity would be the “Speak Mandarin” campaign 
launched in 1979, which promoted the use of Mandarin as a 
common language in a bid to unify the Chinese of different  
dialect groups. 

CONCLUSION
The early Chinese settlers who migrated to Singapore in the 
19th and early 20th centuries banded together in their respective 
dialect groupings for security and support in a new environment, 
which reinforced the occupational specialisations associated 
with special dialect groups. Hokkiens, being early arrivals, had 
gained a lion’s share in lucrative trades like commerce, bank-
ing, shipping, and manufacturing, while Teochews were mostly 
agriculturalists and their financial strength was anchored in the 
planting and marketing of gambier and pepper. Cantonese dom-
inated the crafts-related trades, Hakkas in pawnbroking, and 
Hainanese featured prominently in the services sector. While  
patterns could be observed between the types of occupa-
tions and dialect groups, it should be pointed out that the  
situation of “one dialect group one occupation” never  
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1 Pee: a crude slang implying a  
  lady’s genitals.

2 Cheng (1985) claimed that between  
  the years 1891 and 1947, Cantonese  
  were the second largest group after  
  Hokkiens, and were only overtaken by  
  Teochews in numbers after 1947.
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ENDNOTES
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existed and could only be regarded as a myth (Mak, 1995).  
Hence, even when a dialect group dominated a particular  
trade, there might still exist minority members from  
other dialect groups who were involved in the same trade. 
 Today, dialect groupings no longer play such an important 

role in occupational choice. While employers in the past tend-
ed to hire based on similar dialect origin, such clan affiliations 
are no longer as important in today’s recruitment scene, and 
have given way to other employment considerations such as  
educational qualifications and suitable skill sets instead. 
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National Library Distinguished Reader 

Insights from 
Dr Andrew Chew By Joseph Dawes  
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Publishing and Research Services 

National Library

Dr Andrew Chew is one of the National Library’s Distinguished 
Readers. The National Library Distinguished Readers Initia-
tive was launched in April 2006 with the aim to honour and pay  
tribute to prominent and learned Singaporeans whose  
leadership and professional success in their respective fields 

have propelled Singapore as a key player on the global stage, 
whether in government, business, academia or the arts. The 
National Library interviews Dr Chew on his insights.  

National Library: You have said you found the most 
satisfaction in finding ways to create a multiplier effect.  
You extolled teaching and teachers (in any profession) 
as being able to create that multiplier effect. How can 
libraries be part of that landscape in teaching and learning 
to multiply the talent base in Singapore? 
Dr Andrew Chew: Libraries are important because they keep the 

population informed.  Our library is unique and I have not seen 
an equivalent anywhere else. Even libraries have changed as 
the world has changed in terms of technology and the Internet.  
I trust the Wikipedia to a large extent even though some may 
have reservations. As the world has changed in terms of tech-

nology, probably the type of 
user has changed as well. 
Yet, I still like reading from 
a book or magazine rather 
than a computer screen, 
despite the Internet and 
its technologies. Individu-
als read selectively.  For 
some, a trip to the library 
is a family affair, and differ-
ent members are in differ-
ent sections of the library. 
So libraries are still very 
useful, but it has differ-
ent purposes for different  
individuals.  If an individual 
enjoys his experience in 
the library, he is bound to 
draw in others he knows 
as well, and that creates 
the multiplier effect. What 
the libraries in Singapore 
have done is make every-
body comfortable and peo-
ple know what and where 
to get anything they want 

easily.  Today, it is really wonderful that libraries here are a con-
nected network rather than operating as single entities. 

NL: What is your favourite book or discourse? Why do you 
like it and would you recommend it to others? 
AC: It could be something I could have enjoyed years ago, and 
yet go back to it again to enjoy it. But I do not read very lengthy 
things.  I had a visitor from Texas who asked for books that 
would describe Singapore. I said there were many books writ-
ten by Singaporeans, but I gave him a book by a man who 
stayed here for 10 years and since migrated to Australia. The 

Feature

Dr Chew... multiplier effect.
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author is Neil Humphreys whose latest publication is Complete 
Notes from Singapore – Omnibus Edition. That is one of my 
ways to share about Singapore. 
 I also enjoy books that teach you what to do.  My interest 
in National Geographic over the years has triggered and sus-
tained my interest in maps.  For example, my granddaughter 
who is at McMurdo (or Mac Town) in the Antarctica for research, 
studying various periods of the Ice Age in the south, has posted 
pictures of different places there on her blog.   As long as I 
am interested in that, I have got to find out where exactly Mac 
Town is!  So my interest in maps has remained intact over the 
years and is tied up with my interest in the National Geographic 
magazine.   And wherever I held office, I had a lot of detailed 
maps. Looking at a map is fascinating as the orientation to the 
place is different from that if I were to have just read about it. 
 Interest is developed as you go along. One does not need 
to tell others to develop an interest. Reading as many sources 
as possible provides you with a way to pick and choose what 
is interesting for yourself.  I do, from time to time, share what I 
have read with others and even recommend it. For example, if I 
find an interesting read on doing business in India, I print out a 
copy of the article and pass it on to someone who may need it.  
That is my way of passing on information that is useful.  

NL: The knowledge economy requires leadership that 
operates on different resources and premises from 
those that succeeded in the industrial economy. How 
do you think Singapore can enhance its human capital 
investments in the knowledge economy?  
AC: Per capita income of families has gone up, which is good. 
Parents can now afford to give their children more. They have 
given them access to modern electronic equipment, which is 
very important.  In the old days, parents would say, “Why should 
we spoil these kids and waste their time by giving them games 
when they should be studying.” But we find now that their ability 
to send SMSes (short message service) or punch keys is going 
to serve them well in the office and, more importantly, in the 
SAF (Singapore Armed Forces). From that point, we should not 
stop them from picking up and keeping these skills. Today, our 
youngsters have a very good knowledge of what is available.  
Modern instrumentation has made all this possible. 
 Modern armies have also changed.  Look at how the Ameri-
cans fought the war in Afghanistan and in Iraq. These are sol-
diers with brains. And that’s what our third-generation SAF has 
to be.  We want soldiers who can make use of robotic equip-
ment and in the enemy territory, without getting themselves ex-
posed.  Even if you have the money, but if you don’t have the 
basic knowledge, you can’t make it.  The way we see it, our 
youngsters in the SAF are going to be top-notch soldiers.  
 When it comes to mathematics, Indians are very strong.  
If you look at the graduates from the neighbouring countries, 
most are from the arts and social sciences and not the hard 
sciences.  We have a balance of both.  
 So IT (information technology) is something we must 
push very hard and we must continue to do so though we are  
doing okay. Today, we can do a surgical procedure with  

modern  IT equipment making very small punctures in the body  
and getting the job done. You can develop the skills. So it’s  
about education. I’m glad we spend about 6% of our national  
budget on defence, and a little over 4% on education. Think 
about some countries that spend about 50% on defence, but 
their economy is not that great.  So the rest of the country is 
living very poorly.  

NL: You have noted that progress tends to come in spurts 
and yet there is a tendency to want to accomplish things 
so fast that some in the public may feel marginalised or 
flat footed. How can libraries remain relevant or even 
become touchstones of new forms of learning without 
alienating some in the public? 
AC: It’s a fact that those who are fortunate can get a lot and 
can get it very quickly.  So there is this difference in society 
already. We cannot run away from this: there will always be the 
rich and there will always be the poor. But we try to even out 
as much as we can.  Fortunately for us in this country, we have 
a thick base of middle-class.  That’s very important.  And that, 
of course, helps to maintain a stable government and country.  
To keep pace with advances, scientific libraries will provide that 
direction. But in the overall education of the public, libraries will 
continue to be important.  
 In Singapore we have an educated population that can re-
spond to the progress of the libraries. Censorship is something 
that we can’t run away from.  I don’t believe in the so-called 
total freedom that some advocate.  The way the Americans 
practise democracy is a bit extreme and I would not like it for 
this country. We come from a different part of the world and we 
find their way a bit strange.  Total freedom is only good when 
a person can exercise 100% responsibility.  In any population, 
that cannot be guaranteed.  Not every individual is trustworthy.  
So there will always be a need for caution and modification. 

NL: What are some of your cherished memories of the 
libraries in Singapore or around the world?
AC: In Australia, there are libraries in townships and counties, 
but not to the extent we have here.  My own experience of librar-
ies is that they are specific to the place I study or work.  Both as 
an undergraduate and as a post-graduate, I visited the medical 
library quite often.  Libraries must also be easily accessible and 
this promotes use of the library, and people take advantage of 
the proximity.  There was a library in Siglap Community Centre, 
which was just 200 metres from my home. I used to visit that 
place many days a week. I borrowed books, read and returned 
them and borrowed again.  I really enjoyed it. Then the library 
moved to Marine Parade.  I found I was visiting the library less 
after that. But I still visited.
 I am not a user of libraries in other parts of the world though 
I have visited them.  In Singapore, of course, libraries are useful 
for me when I have a need for something. I used the medical li-
brary very often even 25 years ago. Today I don’t access library 
facilities like I once used to though there are other ways and 
means I get the information I want.
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NL: How would you describe your experiences sitting in 
on Cabinet meetings across two prime ministerships?
AC: As Head of Civil Service I served the first and second Prime 
Ministers. As Chairman of the Public Service Commission  
I liaised closely with the second and third Prime Ministers.
 Of course, when they had private matters to discuss, we 
would not be inside for the meeting.  We would be there only 
for the weekly Cabinet meetings during which proper papers  
were presented.
 One very good thing I noted was that a decision once made 
was said to have consensus. There was no such thing as some-
one saying, “Please write down that I have made an objection.” 
The decisions were fairly straightforward. Consensus is how 
the government has worked and it has been very good.  A lot 
would have been decided even before the meeting is held.  But 
controversial issues would have to be sorted out first, involving 
two or three ministries putting their heads together even before 
the meeting, or else it wouldn’t be brought up.
 Preparations for Cabinet meetings were very carefully  
carried out.  It also showed that ministries could not just work 
on their own. They must liaise with one another.  There was a 
time when two ministers couldn’t agree on some financial is-
sues and the government swapped their portfolios just to help 
them see the other’s need. You know best when you are inside 
it, not when you see it from the outside!  So both the prime min-
isters were cautious and careful and the ministries worked as a 
team, which was wonderful. 

NL: What were the changes taking place in outlook and 
aspirations of young Singaporeans during the period when 
you chaired the PSC (Public Service Commission) since 
you had interviewed so many of them for scholarships?
AC: Actually, the changes occurred well before that. We could 
see that quite clearly.  Even when I worked at different minis-
tries, there were scholars who wanted to break their bonds. I 
would speak to them as I wanted to know their reasons.  For 
example, one said the family business needed him, and you 
could understand his needs.  But at the same time I took the 
approach, “the door is always open, please come back when 
you think you want to come back.”  We had conveyed a very 
bad impression that once you’ve left, you cannot come back, 
which was wrong. I had always made it a point not to leave a 
bitter taste in their mouth. Their reasons for breaking the bond 
as they saw it, seemed right to them, even though it might not 
seem so to me.  But that did not mean they were wrong.  There 
were president’s scholars who said, “I will never get a chance 
to work in this American law firm if I do not take it up now.”   So 
we said, “We’ll meet you half way. One year? Two years? Then 
come back?”  They said, “No, they want me for many more 
years.”  Then, if the parents were willing to pay the bond, they 
were free to leave.  A few factors needed to be taken into con-
sideration: No longer were scholarships sought after because 
the applicants were poor.  Some could afford them and still 
wanted the scholarships, so we gave them on merit. 
 At that time we knew the number of “A” level students 
who applied for scholarships and realised not all eligible ones  

applied.  Their parents could afford their education.  So you can 
see that patterns have changed because the per capita income 
has gone up.  Sometimes the families may prefer them not to 
take up the scholarship.  Sometimes the youngsters may not 
want the scholarship.  We want good scholars, so we sell.  But 
we sell in such a way that we don’t lose dignity in the process.  
We try to make it clear that we view them as persons who can 
fill leadership positions in the civil service.  Even as undergradu-
ates, they will be exposed to areas that we will arrange to make 
them realise that we are serious. In this way, it is a very clear 
and open way to show that we know their concerns and that we 
also have our concerns, but let us do it this way.  I have spoken 
to the prime ministers on this and they have said to continue to 
give as many scholarships as we can.  But we make sure they 
know that this is something special and not treat it as a run-of-
the-mill offer.  And there is no quota. This year if there are only 
100 eligible, so be it. And next year if there are 150, every one 
of them must get it.
 But scholars also have changed.  Some have been given 
local scholarships, and they ask to go overseas.  We did that for 
a long time with the medical scholars; we never gave scholar-
ships to study overseas.  But the market changes.  As I said, 
parents can afford it.  So I decided before I finished my term of 
office, that I should reverse the trend and I gave them scholar-
ships to study medicine in the United Kingdom. 
 But we still have scholars who want to study in Singapore 
and they have their reasons.  Maybe they want to remain close 
to their families, or some other reason.  There was a time when 
only the medical faculty received president scholars.  Then sci-
ence, engineering and all the other faculties asked why they 
didn’t receive president scholars.  But actually, most of the 
president scholars wanted to study abroad. 

NL: As the head of the civil service once yourself, and 
now a user of civil service products, what do you think 
are the new skills and mindset that civil servants need to 
serve Singapore well? 
AC: When we talk about civil servants, don’t forget there is a 
total range: from the top man to the one who serves you across 
the counter.  I think of myself today as a user of services and I 
go to the counter.  We have provided the training skills at that 
level to enable them to serve the public. As far as I am con-
cerned this has been reasonably well fulfilled. I have had occa-
sions when I was a little upset - not necessarily encountering 
another civil servant, but even in the private sector. These are 
things you have to accept. And I don’t think you want to use a 
very coarse instrument against everybody.  So if you ask me 
what we need to do, there so many levels - each one must 
ensure that each level functions well.  Not only horizontal in-
tegration, but a little bit of vertical integration as well. When 
I talk about vertical integration I am not talking about the 10 
layers. I am talking about only two layers. It’s impractical to  
talk about the top.  
 This country is not run by just people at the top. Many are 
contributing at the lower levels.  Let’s not allow them to feel they 
are losing out on the quality of life.  
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and Sustainability Collection    

at the Lee Kong Chian Reference Library By Sara Pek 
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The first major study2 on the full impact of climate change on 
human life warns that the world is in the throes of a “silent  
crisis”. Published in June 2009, it claims that more than 300 
million people are seriously affected by global warming today 
and that number will double by 2030. 
 We face many environmental challenges such as water 
shortages, pollution, global warming and consequent rising 
sea levels. As citizens of the planet Earth, we can and should 
take responsibility to save the environment. The Environment 
and Sustainability collection at the Lee Kong Chian Reference  
Library aims to inform and provide insights and ideas on a broad 
spectrum of resources on major environmental trends and is-
sues such as climate change, global warming, sustainable de-
velopment, green business and buildings and clean technology. 
This article highlights selected publications from the collection.

ENVIRONMENT101
Environmental awareness is 
a hot topic today. To increase 
youth’s awareness of the liv-
ing surroundings, schools 
are integrating environmental 
concepts into their curriculum. 
One useful resource that can 
help teachers, librarians, en-
vironmental educators and 
parents find authoritative infor-
mation on building a library of 
environmental books, curricu-
lum planning and story-time 
activities is Green reads: Best 
environmental resources for 
youth, K-12 (Wesson, 2009). 
More than 450 current fiction and non-fiction titles about the 
environment, including digital media, are covered.
 Students and professionals seeking to understand the  
environmental sciences can refer to a range of references on 
the topics. The Oxford companion to global change (Goud-
ie & Cuff, 2009) is a well-balanced coverage of the Earth  
systems and human factors. It examines key environmental 
events, trends and issues related to global change. The 2007  

report of the Intergovernmen-
tal Panel on Climate Change 
(IPCC), which assesses the 
scientific, technical, environ-
mental, economic and social 
aspects of climate change,  
is discussed.
 Numerous heroes of the 
environment have cared in-
tensely about the environment. 
Works on these prominent 
environmental leaders and vi-
sionaries, activists, scientists, 
innovators and entrepreneurs 
such as Rachel Carson, Aldo 
Leopold, Jane Goodall, John 
Muir, David Attenborough, Al 
Gore, Tim Flannery, Lester 
Brown and Henry David Thore-
au can be found in the library.
 One book that many con-
sidered as the most important 
environmental book of the 
20th century is Rachel Car-
son’s Silent spring (Carson, 
1962, 1994 reprint). Carson 
alerts readers on the wide-
spread use of chemical pes-
ticides destroying wildlife and 
posing serious threat to pub-
lic health. The brave wom-
an faced condemnation and strikes by the chemical in-
dustry to ban the book. In the end, she succeeded in 
creating public awareness of the environment, which led 
to changes in government policy and inspired the modern  
ecological movement. 
 Earth Day is celebrated every year. It is a special day to 
appreciate the planet Earth and be environmentally con-
scious. The first Earth Day in 1970 was often thought as one 
of the factors leading to the field of environmental ethics.  
A good introduction to this increasingly urgent topic is  

Collection Highlights

“We are living in this planet as if we had another one to go to.”
Paul Connett

Professor Emeritus of Chemistry
St Lawrence University, Canton, NY1
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Environmental ethics: An antholgy (Rolston & Light, 2003). This 
text is compilation of classical and contemporary essays on key  
environmental debates and issues.
 Cities throughout the world face the common challenge to 
balance sustainability, economic progress and good gover-
nance. There are many discussions addressing the subject of 
environmentally sustainable development such as: Resilient 
cities: Responding to peak oil and climate change (Newman, 
Beatley & Boyer, 2009) and World cities: Achieving liveability 
and vibrancy (Ooi & Yuen, 2010).
 The largest and most discussed report in recent years is 
Stern Review on the Economics of Climate Change (Stern, 
2007). This 700-page report is a comprehensive analysis of 
the economic aspects of environmental issues. Compiled by an 
economist, the review gives an optimistic assessment for the 
future but warns that the world must act now on climate change 
to avoid devastating economic consequences.

 A deluge of eco-literature 
has been coming to the li-
brary shelves. Some books 
carry weight for the specific 
message they convey. Others 
stand out for the clarity they 
bring to environmental and 
climate issue such as global 
warming, carbon footprints and 
greenhouse emissions. Many 
popular works have become 
instant classics. 
 Some of these green 
books include: Our choice: 
A plan to solve the climate  
crisis (Gore, 2009), Hot,	 flat,	

and crowded: Why we need a green revolution – and how it 
can renew America (Friedman, 2008), Earth in mind: On educa-
tion, environment, and the human (Orr, 2004) and Eco barons: 
The dreamers, schemers, and millionaires who are saving our  
planet (Humes, 2009). 

GLOBAL RACE FOR CLEAN RESOURCES
 “Because our economic future depends on our leadership 
in the industries of the future, we are investing in basic applied 

research... We know the nation that leads in clean energy  
will be the nation that leads the world.”

 United States President Barack Obama’s speech3 on the economy 
and job creation ideas on 8 December 2009.

 The benefits of producing clean and sustainable power 
from renewable energy sources have received growing atten-
tion worldwide, including in Singapore. The International En-
ergy Agency (IEA) reports4 that nations must invest US$37 
trillion in energy technologies by 2030 to avoid climate catas-
trophe and meet energy needs. Asia’s rising “clean technology 
tigers”5 – China, Japan and South Korea – are poised to win the 
clean energy race with their hefty investment in clean energy  
infrastructure and technology.

 Since identifying clean technology as a strategic part of a 
sustainable economy, the Singapore government has com-
mitted $700 million6 for R&D and manpower training to grow 
the sector.  Clean technology or “clean-tech” is applied in a 
broad range of industries, including energy, water, manu-
facturing, advanced materials and transportation. Examples  
of clean-tech are solar and wind energy, water filtration  
and electric vehicles.
 To support the information needs of this rapidly emerging 
field, the library has built a collection of key publications on 
market trends, investment, technological and economic as-
pects of renewable energy. Recent titles include: Global energy 
transformation: Four necessary steps to make clean energy the 
next success story (Larson, 2009), Clean money: Picking win-
ners in the green tech boom (Rubino, 2009) and The clean tech  
revolution: Discover the top trends, technologies, and  
companies to watch (Pernick & Wilder, 2008). 
 The push for environmental and water technologies (EWT) 
industry has also thrown up new and exciting challenges 
for those in the engineering fields. Job seekers and practic-
ing engineers looking to strengthen their career prospects 
can refer to titles like Alternative energy systems and ap-
plication (Hodge, 2010) and Energy systems engineering: 
Evaluation and implementation (Vanek & Albright, 2008), The 
Yaws handbook of properties for environmental and green 
engineering (Yaws, 2008) and Handbook of environmental  
engineering calculations (Lee & Lin, 2007). 
 Online databases7, such as IEEE/IET electronic  
library, SpringerLink, Nature.com and Proquest Science offer,  
premium content from international journals and reports. Library  
users can access these resources at the library or at home. 
Some of the periodicals available are Energy Design Update, 
Energy Compass, Energy Engineering, Energy Intelligence, 
The Energy Journal, The Journal of Energy Markets, Water & 
Wastewater International, Water Environment Research and 
Journal of Water Resource and Protection.

GOING GREEN
Green is now mainstream. A National Geographic survey, 
Greendex8 shows that consumers are buying more green  

All rights reserved, Farrar, 
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All rights reserved. John Wiley 
& Sons, 2009.

All rights reserved, Collins 
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products even during the economic crisis of 2008. Companies 
are introducing new greener products. Books on green market-
ing and green business like The truth about green business 
(Friend & Kordesch & Privitt, 2009), Harvard Business Review 
on green business strategy (Harvard business review, 2007) 
and Strategies for the green economy: Opportunities and chal-
lenges in the new world of business (Makower & Pike, 2009) 
are relevant to this segment of readers. 

 However, media experts9 
warn that marketing strategies 
dubbed “greenwashing” could 
be leading the eco-conscious 
astray as more companies are 
making false or misleading 
green marketing claim.
 With pressing interest in 
green economy, organisations 
are adapting to new environ-
mental policy and regulations. 
Others are developing strate-
gies for sustainable business 
or “green” their operation. 
Policy makers and business 
stakeholders wondering how 

policy decisions come about can be better informed from 
books such as Environmental policy analysis and practice 
(Greenberg, 2007). The author explains clearly how all policy  
considerations are broken down and tools that are widely used in  
policy analysis. 
 The Singapore government has been a key driver for  
environmental change since independence. After 40 years 
of dedicated green and clean programmes, the country has 
won numerous international accolades. Readers interested to 
trace the remarkable transformation of Singapore can refer to  
books about Singapore’s experience with environmental  
management and pollution cotrol.
 Energy-efficient buildings are universally recognised to  
reduce greenhouse gas emission. A Singapore Green Build-
ing Council (SGBC) was set up to drive the green-buildings  
movement in Singapore.10 The Building and Construc-
tion Authority (BCA) has announced ambitious efforts 
to have 80% of Singapore‘s buildings attain minimum  
green-certified standards by 2030. The “green collar” sector is 
expected to grow by leaps and bounds. There will be strong de-
mand for manpower in the development, design, construction, 

operation and maintenance of 
green buildings. 
 Environmental planners, 
consultants and plant opera-
tors looking for references on 
energy efficient buildings, 
green architecture and eco-
city will find many new titles on 
the topics, for example, The 
green building bottom line: The 
real cost of sustainable build-
ing (Melaver & Mueller, 2009), 
Ecomasterplanning (Yeang, 
2009) and Green architecture 
now! (Jodidio, 2009).
 Green vehicles will soon hit the roads in Singapore. A multi-
agency taskforce led by the Energy Market Authority (EMA) 
and Land Transport Authority 
(LTA) has embarked on na-
tional electric vehicles (EVs)  
test-bedding programme.11 It 
will allow testing of different 
EV prototypes and charging 
technologies and research 
into vehicle-to-grid (V2G) 
power. Anyone interested 
to know the technology and 
issues behind EV can re-
fer to books such as Future 
cars: Bio fuel, hybrid, elec-
tric, hydrogen, fuel economy 
in all sizes and shapes (Bethscheider-Kieser, 2008) and 
Plug-in electric vehicles: What role for Washington?  
(Sandalow, 2009).

CONCLUSION
It is currently believed that science and technology can provide 
effective solutions to most environmental problems. However, 
efforts to conserve natural resources and preserve the wilder-
ness and even local culture should not be overlooked to ensure 
a healthy environment for all living beings on Earth. To quote 
a recent ad from The Singapore Environmental Council (SEC), 
“It starts with their lives. It ends with yours.” Humans and  
animals are all affected by global warming. Go, read  
green and live green.  
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Early Tourist Guidebooks to Singapore 

The Handbook to Singapore 
(1892) By Bonny Tan  

Senior Librarian 
Lee Kong Chian  

Reference Library 
National Library

Travellers from Europe saw their journey to the East cut down 
by as much as half when the Suez Canal opened in 1869. 
Steamships, helped along with advances in their engine de-
velopment, were preferred over sailing ships as they proved 
faster and more efficient. Beginning as mail services dispatch-
ing post, ships from companies like the Peninsular and Oriental 
Steam Navigation Company soon became vessels for ferrying 
passengers. In turn, travelogues written by the adventurous so-
journer who happened to be sailor, civil servant or missionary 
soon evolved into travel guides published by travel companies 
for the paying tourist seeking a leisurely but safe journey to the 
mystical but demystified Far East. 

A USEFUL VADE-MECUM
At a time when guidebooks for the Western hemisphere were 
being churned out by such publishers as Murray and Badaeker, 
Rev. George Murray Reith, resident minister of the local Pres-
byterian Church, took it upon himself to write a handy guide to 
Singapore for visitors to the town.  
 “It is intended to supply a felt want in Singapore; to give in a 
handy	form	some	notes	historical,	descriptive,	scientific,	&c,	in	
regard to the town and island; to afford what information is nec-
essary to guide visitors during their stay, and to obviate some 
of	the	difficulties	which	travelers	always	encounter	in	a	strange	
place.”  (Reith, 1892, p. iii).
 This “useful vade-mecum” 
(Reith, 1892, p. iii) or ready 
reference was designed to 
help visitors who had merely 
a few hours to a few days 
in the town. In contrast, ear-
lier guides that had preceded 
it, namely, The Stranger’s 
guide to Singapore (1890)  
by B. E. D’ Aranjo and  Pic-
turesque and busy Singapore 
(1887) by T. J. Keaghran had  
proved too “limited” in their 
“scope” (Aranjo’s) (Reith, 1892,  
p. iii) or “too general to be of  
practical value” (Keaghran’s) 
(Reith, 1892, p. iii). 

 Segmented into 15 chapters, the guide starts off with a  
condensed historical overview of Singapore beginning with 
its founding in 1819 by Stamford Raffles2 and giving insight-
ful details of events prior to 1900. Reith’s historical overview is  
based on Buckley’s articles in the Singapore Free Press  
entitled Anecdotal history of Singapore which later was to be 
published as an important text on Singapore’s history. 

DESCRIPTIONS OF THE ENVIRONS
Following this is a general description of the town and its envi-
rons, walking tours or drives, descriptions of buildings and land-
marks as well as places of worship and hospitals. Reith does 
not merely describe landscape and landmark, but waxes lyrical 
over scenery and the island’s natural beauty. For example in 
describing the approach to Singapore from the west, he notes:
 “The scenery has a quiet beauty that impresses every 
spectator; and as the water in the channel is generally smooth, 
all are able to enjoy the prospect. Every now and then the 
ship	 startles	 a	 gar-fish	 that	 skips	 nimbly	 over	 the	 surface	 of	
the water to a safe distance. Occasionally a golden-coloured 
watersnake may be seen hurrying away from the bows.”  
(Reith, 1892, p. 26).
 He highlights details which set off the unusual beauty  
surrounding the island. For example, in the same passage he 

points to a common optical 
illusion in which the distant 
southern islands seem to be 
suspended above the sea. 
 In Chapter Four, he gives 
directions for four tours 
around and beyond the town, 
each one accommodating a 
tourist’s length of stay which 
could vary from a few hours 
to half a day.  The tours skirt 
around the wharves through 
the town to locations such 
as the Botanical Gardens, 
the Impounding Reservoir 
(MacRitchie Reservoir), a 
climb up Mount Faber, and 
a carriage ride to Johore 

“No part of the world is now to be sacred from the intrusive foot of the tourist 
and where the traveler goes, guide-books will ultimately follow….”

 G. M. Reith, Padre in partibus, p. I

Collection Highlights

Inside page to Handbook to 
Singapore (Reith, 1892)1.

Inside page to The Stranger’s 
Guide to Singapore, 1914.
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Bahru. In delineating the 
journeys, Reith also paints 
a three-dimensional pic-
ture of Singapore town in 
the late 19th century, high-
lighting familiar locations 
and landmarks now long 
forgotten, and capturing 
the leisurely lifestyle of the 
expatriate along with the 
labouring duties of the natives.
 “(There) lies the Esplanade (Padang Besar) a large plain, 
encircled by a well-laid-out carriage drive. The Singapore 
Cricket Club, and the Singapore Recreation Club divide the 
plain between them for the purpose of cricket, tennis, bowls, 
and	other	athletic	sports,	and	in	the	centre	stands	a	fine	statue	
of	 Sir	 T.	 Stamford	 Raffles,	 erected	 in	 1887.	A	 large	 part	 of	
the Esplanade occupies ground recently reclaimed from the 
sea; and it is now a favourite afternoon resort of the residents. 
On the landward side are the Hotel de l’Europe (Punchaus  
Besar) and St. Andrew’s 
Cathedral (Greja Besar)…”  
(Reith, 1892, p. 36).
 He also gives an inter-
esting perspective on the 
Raffles Library’s standing 
during that era with an in-
teresting emphasis on J. 
R. Logan’s collection of 
philological works:
	 “The	 Raffles	 Library	
and Museum (Tempat 
Kitab)… is well worth a visit, for the Library is one of the largest 
and most comprehensive in the East, and the Museum, which 
is being daily enriched by zoological, mineralogical, ethnologi-
cal and archaeological collections from the Peninsula and the 
Archipelago,	promises	to	be,	 in	time,	one	of	the	finest	exhibi-
tions of its kind in Asia…There is a valuable collection of Orien-
tal literature, called the Logan Library, access to which may be  
obtained by special permission from the Secretary.”  (Reith, 
1892, pp. 36 – 37).
 Chapter Five offers descriptions of public buildings and 
places of interest, listing them alphabetically, many of which 
are no longer extant. They include the gaol which used to stand 
at the Sepoy Lines, Boustead Institute and the Chinese Pro-
tectorate. Others are of large spaces like Bukit Timah hill, the 
dockyards and the esplanade. Many of them are of government 
buildings and civic locations although he does highlight unusual 
local buildings and sights such as the Shrine of Iskandar Khan 
and the Shrine of Habib Noor along with Whampoa’s garden. 
 Other useful information such as a listing of clubs, societ-
ies, banks, consulates, religious buildings, hospitals, hotels and 
shops are also compiled in subsequent chapters. Of pragmatic 
importance are the rates for hiring private and hackney car-
riages, listed with tables of distance and relevant fares. The 
principal steamship lines and agents along with a listing of ports 

are given in a separate chapter. Statistical details of population, 
imports, exports, shipping and even weather conditions reflect 
the dynamics between trade and people in Singapore at the 
turn of the century. There is even a chapter on the fauna, flora 
and geology of the island. He credits W. Davison of the Raffles 
Library and Museum for his work on the fauna, and H. N. Rid-
ley for his piece on the flora and geology of Singapore, both of 
which were published in his handbook.3

COLLOQUIAL EXPRESSIONS
Throughout the text, Reith gives the colloquial place names 
mainly in Malay of colonial buildings and landmarks with foot-
notes giving pronunciation as well as English translations. A 
longer listing of Malay place names alongside their English 
names are given in Chapter 9, revealing how the locals viewed 
some of these colonial landmarks. For example, the Masonic 
Hall was known familiarly as “Rumah Hantu” (Reith, 1892, p. 
90) or “Haunted House” and so the Methodist Episcopal Church 
that had just been established beside it was known as “Greja 
dekat Rumah Hantu” (Reith, 1892, p. 90) or the “church near 
by the Haunted House”. Also listed are Malay terms for giving 
directions to hackney carriage drivers such as “Turn the Car-
riage” – “Pusing kreta”, “Light the lamps” – “Pasang pelita (or 
Lampo)”, “Too much” – “Banyak chukup” and “Off with you!” – 
“Pulang!” (Reith, 1892, p. 92-93). He concludes with advice to 
purchase the Malay pronouncing hand-book, published in 1886,  
to better equip the visitor in communicating with the locals. 
 A full chapter, the last in the book, focuses on the Malay 
language and literature and was commended by Paul Kratoska 
in the introduction to the 1985 reprint as “a competent sum-
mary of the then current views on the Malay language” (Reith, 
1985, p.v). Here, Reith reveals his appreciation for the poetic 
nuances found in local expressions:
 “Many of the common words and phrases of ordinary life 
are, from a Western point of view, highly poetical, owing to the 
childlike, but artistic combination of ideas that are not naturally 
connected. The Malay, 
for example, calls the 
sun Mata-hari, “the eye 
of day,” he speaks of a 
brook as anak sungei, 
“the son of a river,” when 
he is sorrowful or angry 
he says he is sakit hati, 
“sick at heart”…”  (Reith, 
1892, p. 130)
 Reith also intro-
duces the reader to 
the wealth of Malay lit-
erature ranging from its 
dramatic legends to the 
profound truths found in 
pantuns or poems while 
lamenting the loss of 
“a valuable collection 
of Malay manuscripts, 

View of the Harbour (Souvenir of 
Singapore, 1914, p. 6). 

Buildings and landmarks around 
the Esplanade (Souvenir of Sin-
gapore, 1914, p. 12).

Advertisement for a popular book 
on Malay vocabulary (Reith, 1892, 
Advertisements, p. 6). 
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made by Sir Stamford Raffles” (Reith, 1892, p. 133) when  
his ship went up in flames.

ILLUSTRATIONS AND ADVERTISEMENTS
Although there are no sketches, photographs or illustrations, 
there is a useful map of Singapore with an accompanying in-
dex. Interestingly, a plan of the Botanical Gardens is also the 
only other illustrated panel in this publication. Unfortunately, the 
Library’s copy lacks the town map and plan of the gardens. 
Eleven pages of text-based advertisements end off the guide 
and show some aspects of the early companies and agencies 
that helped fuel the tourist trade.

REPRINTS, REVIEWS AND REMISS
Reith had taken some pains to ensure that the published infor-
mation was accurate although in the late 19th century, this had 
proved difficult. Even so, Reith had pre-empted a reprint of the 
guide saying: “… it is hoped that future editions… will correct 
the errors that may have crept into this edition” (Reith, 1892, p. 
iii). Indeed, some 15 years later, Walter Makepeace would help 
update the guide, adding an extra chapter on the Federated 
Malay States and photographic plates of landmarks and sights 
in Singapore by G. R. Lambert, besides providing the most cur-
rent statistical and informative data for 1907. This version of the 
guide remained highly valued with a reprint made in 1985 by 
Oxford Press with an insightful introduction by Paul Kratoska. 
 Mary Turnbull, in her review of the 1985 reprint summarises 
the handbook’s value succinctly, thus accounting for its repeat-
ed reprints across almost a century:
 “Designed for the days of leisurely sea travel, the Hand-
book is more informative than more modern counterparts, as-
suming an intelligent interest in government and civic matters. 
It thus provides the modern reader with a clear picture of some 
aspects of Singapore life at the turn of the century, although 
heavily slanted towards the expatriate minority.” (Turnbull, 
1988, p. 302).
 Kratoska, in his introduction to the 1985 reprint of the hand-
book, notes that “Something of the character of the late Victo-
rian traveler can be seen from the information Reith provides 

and the sights he recommends. The attraction was not Asia 
but European activities and accomplishments in Asia, and the 
city’s main points of interest were the fruit of the Public Works 
Department’s art.” (Reith, 1985, pp. v – vi). Turnbull, however, 
counters Kratoska’s criticism of the text as being European-
centric by pointing out that “the guide was enterprising for its 
day in recommending strolls through the “native quarters” and 
shopping forays into the “Thieves Market” in Rochor (Turnbull, 
1988, p. 302). 
 Reith seemed aware 
of the cultural tightrope he 
walked when writing his 
guides and travelogues, 
and had published an open 
apology for any offence 
inadvertently made which 
he published in his subse-
quent book, Padre (1897):
 “If offence has been 
given by some of my re-
marks and criticisms, I am heartily sorry; none was intended: 
but in this age one cannot put pen to paper without unwittingly 
wounding somebody’s sensibilities, especially when the man-
ners and customs of other nations are involved… Nations very 
naturally feel hurt when they are taken at anything lower than 
their own estimate, or described in terms which do not corre-
spond	with	their	own	glorified	ideas	of	themselves.	But	the	de-
scription that startles and hurts them does not mean envy or 
malice in the describer – at least not usually; it is sometimes 
done with the best intentions.”  (Reith, 1897, p. ii)
 And then as if to explain both why such offence is likely to 
be made by one especially from the British Isles, and how the 
Briton can sustain similar criticisms, he says:
 “The Briton seems to be the only person in the world who 
can take the prick of a foreign free-lance with a laugh and a 
careless shrug of the shoulders. This no doubt is due to the 
invulnerable vanity and insufferable arrogance of the Anglo-
Saxon, about which other nations are in a chronic state of el-
oquence… Most of our countrymen, however, live in healthy 
and blissful ignorance of what their neighbours think and say of 
them: and it is well that they should be so.”  (Reith, 1897, p. ii)
 Both Kratoska and Turnbull agree that the handbook is a 
child of its time – “a competent guide to a colonial city and a 
colonial way of life” (Reith, 1985, p. x) as well as offering “a jus-
tifiable pride in showing off the settlement to visitors” (Turnbull, 
1988, p. 302). It was after all written from a British perspective 
for the Western tourist and we must read it with a Scotsman’s 
sense of humour!
 The guidebook can be read online at the Singapore Pages 
at http://sgebooks.nl.sg/details/020000003.html. The 1907 re-
print by Walter Makepeace as well as the Oxford Press 1985 
reprint are also available at the National Library. Photographic 
plates for this article were derived from the Souvenir of Singa-
pore, 1914 which is also available at the Singapore Pages at 
http://sgebooks.nl.sg/details/020000029.html.  

The dining room of a hotel (Souvenir of Singapore, 1914). 

The local people (Souvenir of 
Singapore, p. 8). 
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EARLY LIFE
The eldest son of Dr Archibald Reith, George Murray obtained 
his MA at Aberdeen University in 1884 and furthered his educa-
tion at New College, Edinburgh. He assisted at Dundee Mc-
Cheyne Memorial before being ordained at the London Free 
Church Presbytery. Then he was sent to serve in Singapore in 
1889 where he was made the minister of the local Presbyterian 
church in Singapore between 1889 and 1896. 

PRESBYTERIAN MINISTER
He was the eighth minister appointed to the Presbyterian 
church since the founding of the local church in 1856. It came 
under the jurisdiction of the Presbytery of London (North) as 
many of the merchants who attended this church would retire 
to London. However, the church was always associated with 
the Scots who had formed the first congregation. The church 
building at Stamford Road was established more than a decade 
earlier in 1878 prior to Reith’s arrival. Ministers stayed between 
four and six years, so Reith’s term of about seven years was 
considered long. He preached at the Presbyterian church as 
well as the Boustead Institute each Sunday. Besides this, he 
also conducted monthly lectures on Church history and Biblical 
Criticism along with special classes on the background to Scot-
land. He was unafraid to engage the authorities in controver-
sial matters such as labouring on Sundays4 and the problems 
of gambling at the races.  Nicknamed the Presbyterian padre, 
likely after his publication Padre in partibus (1897), he was  
succeeded by Rev S. Stephen Walker in 1896 after which Reith 
returned to Edinburgh in Scotland.

COMMUNITY CONTRIBUTIONS
As a parting gift, the community in Singapore gave him a silver 
ink stand – a sign of how his contribution to Singapore town 
was greatly appreciated. Besides serving as preacher and 
minister, he was also founder and the first secretary-treasur-
er of the Straits Philosophical Society which began in 1893. 
In addition, he was also a committee member of the Straits 
Settlements Association as well as the Straits Asiatic Society, 
Raffles Institution and Raffles Library. He also gave direction 
to the local Theological Society which held monthly meetings. 
He remained active in the community even after he left Sin-
gapore, contributing to the local press, writing particularly of 
the Scottish community until as late as 1910. Locally, he was 
most known for publishing the Handbook to Singapore in 1892, 
which was then revised by Walter Makepeace and republished 
in 1907. The later version was republished in 1985 by Oxford 
Press almost a century later.

LIFE IN SCOTLAND
Upon his return to Scotland, he was appointed minister to St 
Cuthbert’s United Free Church, Edinburgh in 1898. He continued 
writing and served as editor of the Proceedings and Debates of 
the Free Church General Assembly in Great Britain from 1900.  
His poor health led him to resign from St. Cuthbert in 1911 al-
though he continued ministry serving as minister to Cumbernauld 
Baird United Free Church in Glasgow between 1916 and 1917. 

QUOTATION
“Do not believe all the evil things that well meaning and reli-
gious people with ample leisure write and say about their fellow 
countrymen abroad, and the worse things they imagine about 
them. Do not withdraw yourself from the life of the place, for 
fear of contamination. Mingle freely with people of all ranks and 
classes, learn their lives, carrying with you the white flower of a 
blameless life and you will find, that though the social life is fre-
er, and the morality more lax than that to which we have been 
accustomed in Europe, the hearts of most are sterling gold – 
metal which may be worked up, and worked up by you, to adorn 
the temple of God.” – (The Presbyterian Church. (1896, April 
27). The Singapore Free Press and Mercantile Advertiser, p.2)
 
FAMILY
Father: Dr Archibald Reith, Aberdeen.
Sister: Mary Reith, eldest sister (b.1865? - d. 1947, March 25). 
She had married James Moffatt, the learned theologian who 
became well known for his translation of the Bible. 
Wife: May McNeill Bowie (m. 1907), daughter of Rev.  
John Sharp Bowie. 
Sons: He had four sons. 
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archipelago and Siam. Singapore: Singapore and  
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       [Call no.: RRARE 959.8022 REI, Microfilm no.: NL5829] 
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a plan of the Botanic Gardens. Singapore: Singapore and 
Straits Printing Office.
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About George Murray Reith 
(b.1863, Aberdeen Scotland – d.1948, February 27, Edinburgh)
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Reith, G. M. (1933). • Reminiscences of the United Free 
Church General Assembly (1900 - 1929). Edinburgh,  
London: The Moray Press. 

Wen, C. [pseud], Reith, G. M. (Ed.). (1901). • The  
Chinese crisis from within. London: Grant Richards.  
[Call no.: RRARE 951.04 LIM, Microfilm no.: NL24331]  

1 Library’s bibliographic record indicates 
“Imperfect copy”.

2 It does however touch on early 
references to the island in Malay legend 
found in the Sejarah Melayu and in the 
Lusiad of Cameon – a Portuguese epic.

3 Davison’s and Ridley’s articles are found 
in chapter 13, but Davison’s is an abridged 
version of the original.

4 Reith argued against labour on Sunday 
despite the increase in wages. The matter 
was being discussed at the Colonial Office 

particularly among shipping firms, docks 
and mariners. The Straits Times, (1891, 
September 21), p. 2.
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The Asian Children’s Collection on Level 10 of the Lee Kong 
Chian Reference Library (LKCRL) started at a time when chil-
dren’s literature was predominantly of British/American origin.  
The core aim of establishing this collection of works written for 
children pertaining to Asia and its people was to present the 
concept and raise the awareness and understanding of Asian-
centric children’s literature compared with that of Anglo-Sax-
on children’s literature. Since its inception in the early 1960s 
when it had fewer than 200 books, the collection has with time 
evolved into a unique resource of more than 20,000 materials 
for research relating to Asian Children’s literature.  
 The collection is targeted towards researchers interested 
in the origins of Asian-oriented children’s books and the influ-
ences and attitudes affecting the pattern and stages of their de-
velopment. The target audience would include the education-
ist, writer, illustrator, publisher, student and librarian interested 
in the use and production of children’s reading and learning  
materials from an Asian perspective and an Asian identity.
 This collection covers literary materials for children up to 
14 years of age in the four official languages – English, Malay,  
Chinese and Tamil – and selectively in other Asian languages 
with English translations. It comprises fiction books, picture 
books, folk/fairy tales, myths and legends and select non-fic-
tion materials in children’s literature (largely materials that de-
pict the customs, culture and mores of Asian society, such as  
poetry, social beliefs, religion, etc) as well as reference ma-
terials such as guides, bibliographies and studies on Asian  
Children’s literature.
 Comprising primarily children’s materials, it provides the 
user with a multicultural experience and at the same time ex-
poses the user to the richness and variety of Asian customs 
and civilisations. Moreover, the materials in the Asian Chil-
dren’s Collection also promote a thoughtful understanding of 

the Asian way of life and values. This is crucial since there 
is usually a greater exposure to Anglo-Saxon literature which 
predominates the publishing market and which inadvertently 
projects values, customs, traditions, way of life and culture 
that are somewhat different from those found in Asia. 
 The importance of this collection stems from the fact that 
it was developed with the aim to interest researchers to delve 
into the study of children’s literature with an Asian theme and  
setting or with an Asian protagonist. Since the “publishing industry  
categorises all books with non-white characters as  
multicultural” (Hill, 1998), the Asian Children’s Collection 
can be classified as multicultural literature since it contains  
children’s literature covering the following geographical  
regions: Southeast Asia, South Asia, East Asia, Central  
Asia and South West Asia. 
 Research in this field has shown multicultural literature as a 
vehicle that encourages tolerance and understanding among 
children (Bainbridge, 1999). This is achieved because multi-
cultural literature is “literature about racial or ethnic minority 
groups that are culturally and socially different from the white 
Anglo-Saxon majority” (Norton, 1999). As Bainbridge (1999) 
says “multicultural literature is literature that depicts and ex-
plores the lives of individuals who belong to a wide range of 
diverse groups” and hence it encourages positive attitudes 
towards difference. “If literature is a mirror that reflects hu-
man life, then all children who read or are read to need to see  
themselves reflected as part of humanity” (Loh, 2006).  
 Therefore, it is important for children to read and be  
exposed to materials depicting their own culture and minority 
cultures. This is so because “books can be a powerful tool 
for promoting cultural understanding” and “reading about di-
verse perspectives enhances multicultural awareness” (Loh, 
2006) as it supplies the reader with images, ideas and models 

Collection Highlights
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that they can relate to. Moreover, it is crucial that children’s 
literature reflects the reality of our pluralistic society (Higgins, 
2002) so that children are then better able to see themselves 
and their lives reflected in the books they read (Aoki, 1992;  
Slapin & Seale, 1992).
 A number of multicultural children’s literature is about the 
Asian diaspora, the dispersion of people from their original 
homeland (Free Dictionary). Originally this word was used for 
the dispersion of Jewish people outside their Holy Land, but 
now it has taken on a broader meaning connoting issues of 
social and cultural significance such as displacement, loss of 
a shared identity, shared values and customs. Hence issues 
of hybridism arise, mainly “the notion that there are no pure  
identities” (Clammer, 2002) and this is 
especially so in post-colonial societies.
 Diaspora in children’s literature 
would be one topic of interest, especially 
to students and researchers of Asian  
literature. Below are some highlights 
of Asian diaspora – Cambodian, Chi-
nese, Indian, Japanese, Korean, 
Vietnamese – in the LKCRL Asian  
Children’s Collection.
 The Chinese and Indian diaspora 
in children’s fiction has grown in impor-
tance socially, culturally, politically and 
economically in recent years, especially 
in Singapore. Consequently, it has be-
come relevant to see how the differ-
ent cultures have diversified and how 
the Indian and Chinese characters are  

represented in non-Asian settings around the world. Narinder 
Dhamis’s Bindi Babes (2003) and Bhangra Babes (2005) are 
examples of the Indian diaspora literature housed in the Asian  
Children’s Collection.
 From the author who wrote the novel Bend It Like Beck-
ham, Bindi Babes focuses on the life episodes of three sisters 
– Amber, Jazz and Geena – who get a surprise visit from an 
“unhappening” aunt from India. This story centres on how the 
sisters deal with their intrusive aunt. In Bhangra Babes, a se-
quel to the Bindi Babes, Amber, Jazz and Geena face another  
set of problems, but this time the trouble is at school. 
 An example of the Chinese diaspora in children’s litera-
ture would be the Mo’s Mischief series, which centres on the  

All Rights Reserved, Corgi Yearling 
Books, 2003.

All Rights Reserved, HarperCollins 
Children’s Books, 2008.

All Rights Reserved, Corgi Yearling 
Books, 2005.

All Rights Reserved, Scholastic, 2005. All Rights Reserved, Delacorte Press, 2008.
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mischievous life of a 
Chinese boy in prima-
ry school called, Mo 
Shen Ma, with his four 
friends, Hippo, Pen-
guin, Monkey and Bat 
Ears. In the third se-
ries, Pesky Monkeys, 
Mo goes to his grand-
ma’s house for the 
summer holidays and 
teaches his grandma’s  
pig to roller-skate.
 The Stone God-
dess, a story on the 
Cambodian diaspora, 
is a touching tale of 
a 12-year-old Na-
kri and her elder  
sister’s attempts to maintain their hope as well as their  
classical dancing skills in the midst of their struggle  
to survive after the communist takeover Cambodia and her 
family is torn from their city life. Nakri’s family begins life anew  
in America after Cambodia is liberated. 
  1001 Cranes, a story of the Japanese diaspora, is an 
engaging tale of a valued Japanese American custom that  
transforms the life of a lost 12-yearold Japanese American 

girl, Angela Michiko. With her parents on the verge of separat-
ing, she spends the summer in Los Angeles with her grand-
parents, when she folds paper cranes into wedding displays, 
becomes involved with a young skateboarder, and learns how 
complicated relationships can be.
 Slant, a story about the Korean diapora, is a charming tale 
of 13-year-old Lauren, a Korean-American adoptee, who is 
tired of being called “slant” and “gook,” and longs to have plastic 
surgery on her eyes. However, after she convinces her father to 
agree to the surgery, Lauren starts to question some of her own  
assumptions when she learns a long-kept secret about her  
mother’s death. 
 Escape from Saigon, a story about the Vietnam-
ese diaspora, depicts the experiences of an orphaned  
Amerasian boy, Long – the son of an American father and 
a Vietnamese mother – from his birth and early childhood 
in Saigon (now Ho Chi Minh City), through his departure 
from Vietnam in the 1975 Operation Babylift and his subse-
quent life as the adopted son of an American family in Ohio.  
 Given the diversity of topics of interest available in the 
Asian children’s Collection, this treasure trove of a collec-
tion is an important and valuable resource for the local library 
scene. The collection will continue to be developed with the 
aim to present some of the most excellent children’s publica-
tions from across Asia and to showcase the richness of Asian 
classical stories and fables as well as attractive illustrations 
for reference and research purposes. 

All Rights Reserved, Farrar, Straus 
and Giroux, 2008.
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In an age when the printed word is being rapidly transformed 
into a digital signal and the page into an electronic image, it 
is always pleasing to meet people for whom the book is still 
a treasured object. While books may not necessarily still be 
today what Charles William Elliot, the long-standing president 
of Harvard University, called “the most accessible and wisest 
of counselors,” bibliophiles generally see them as the most  
aesthetic and collectable carriers of information and ideas. 
 Those who have amassed personal libraries value their 
books both for their content and for the beauty inherent in their 
physical production, and some collectors try to ensure that the 
contents of their libraries will be available to future generations 
for decades or centuries to come by donating their collections 
to public institutions.
 The National Library of Singapore has been fortunate 
through the years to have been the beneficiary of major  
collections created over decades by such collectors - scholars 
such as Tan Yeok Seong, Edwin Thumboo and Carl Gibson-
Hill; professionals such as Koh Seow Chuan; and specialised  
collectors such as the film aficionado Ang Kok Sai.
 The National Library Board (NLB) has recently received a 
major gift of books from George Lyndon Hicks – economist, 
author, book-lover, traveller, businessman and long-time Singa-
pore resident.  A large part of his personal library has now been 
given to the people of Singapore through this donation to the 
National Library. The collection, comprising more than 3,000 
rare and contemporary volumes, is particularly valuable in its 

China, Japan and Southeast Asia foci, with economics, history 
and culture being the areas best represented by the works. 
 The collection reflects, naturally enough, the interests and 
life journey of Mr Hicks, an Australian who has lived, studied and 
worked in various parts of Asia for more than half a century. It was 
in the late 1950s that Mr Hicks’ connections with Asia began, first 
through involvement with the international student movement 
and subsequently as an economist travelling north to conduct  
research on the nationalisation of Dutch enterprises in  
Sukarno’s Indonesia. 
 It was there, as he trawled the second-hand book stores of 
the major cities of Java, that the beginnings of the Hicks collec-
tion emerged. The wide range of rare Dutch works on Asia, and 
particularly on the 19th century economic history of Indonesia, 
which he purchased during this period and subsequently – and 
on the basis of which some of his own books were written – 
were in later years presented as a gift to the Indonesian Acad-
emy of Sciences (LIPI). This unique collection included 11,000  
reports of companies which had operated in the Dutch East  
Indies and Indonesia. Mr Hicks was again in Indonesia dur-
ing the tumultuous years of 1963-65 but, following the attempt-
ed coup of 30 September 1965, left to return to Australia to  
continue his work. 
 Being on the first flight out of Jakarta following the attempt-
ed coup meant that he was, on arriving in Australia, in much 
demand for news and comment. His work on Indonesia and 
the books collected allowed Mr Hicks to jointly compile with  
Geoffrey McNicoll an influential listing of key works on the 
economy of Indonesia: The Indonesian Economy, 1950-
1965: A Bibliography (Southeast Asia Studies Program, Yale  
University, 1967).
 The late 1960s saw Mr Hicks move to the Philippines to 
pursue further studies on the background of Southeast Asian  
economic development. On the basis of this research, he 
published Trade and Growth in the Philippines: An Open Dual 
Economy (Cornell University Press, 1971). The studies, reports 
and monographs accumulated during his stay in the Philippine 
Islands were added to his growing library.  
 Japan was the next destination in the 1970s, where 
again he pursued economic research as well as conducted 
a study of the Korean minority in Japan, which was subse-
quently published as Japan’s Hidden Apartheid: Tthe Korean 
Minority and the Japanese (Ashgate, 1997). A wide range of  
Japan- and Korea-related books, on both economic and  

Collection Highlights

Dr N Varaprasad, Chief Executive, National Library Board, 
presenting the Distinguished Patron of National Library award to 
Mr George Hicks on 26 February 2009. 
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cultural history, can thus be 
found in the Hicks Collection.
  The two decades which 
the Hicks family spent in 
Hong Kong from the 1970s 
to the 1980s saw George’s 
business interests, as well 
as his scholarly interests and 
library, expanding greatly. 
Many of the China-related 
books which were acquired 
during this sojourn are includ-
ed in the collection donated 
to the NLB, as are works he 
drew on in writing his fre-
quent contributions to the 
International Herald Tribune, 
the Far Eastern Economic 
Re view and the Asian Wall 
Street Journal. The economic 
studies he had conducted 
regionally in the previous de-
cades provided Mr Hicks with 
a powerful context and basis 
on which the rapid develop-

ment of the region during this period could be  
analysed and described.

 After coming to reside 
in Singapore in the 1990s, 
Mr Hicks continued to travel 
(and purchase books) widely 
throughout other parts of Asia, 
and began to increasingly con-
cern himself with Japanese 
denial – described as either 
amnesia or concealment – of 
Word War II atrocities. He 
subsequently spent five years 
of his life researching and 
writing his famous study The 
Comfort Women: Sex Slaves 
of the Japanese Imperial  
Forces (Singapore: Heinemann  
Asia, 1995). 
 Over the same period he 
was also engaged in publish-
ing, through Select Books in Singapore, a range of studies on 
the Chinese in Southeast Asia prior to World War II – Overseas 
Chinese Remittances from Southeast Asia 1910-1940 (1993), 
Fukuda Shozo’s With Sweat and Abacus: Economic Roles of 
Southeast Asian Chinese on the Eve of World War II (1995) and 
Chinese Organisations in Southeast Asia in the 1930s (1995). 
He also published A Bibliography of Japanese Works on the  
Overseas Chinese in Southeast Asia, 1914-1945 (Asia  

The Hall of Heavenly Records: 
Korean Astronomical 
Instruments and Clocks, 
1380-1780 by Joseph Needham, 
Lu Gwei-Djen, John H. 
Combridge and John S. Major. 
 All rights reserved,  
Cambridge University 
Press, 1986.
The George Hicks Collection 
comprises a collection  
of publications by  
Joseph Needham. 

The Comfort Women: Sex 
Slaves of the Japanese Imperial 
Forces by George Hicks.
All rights reserved, Heinemann 
Asia, 1995.

Kite-flying at Hae Kwan.
Image reproduced from Allom, T. (1843).  China, in a series of views, displaying the scenery, architecture, and social habits of that 
ancient empire.  London: Fisher, Son & Co. 
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Research Service, Hong Kong, 1992). The wide range of books 
he procured to assist in these various writing and editing proj-
ects, a large number of which are rather scarce works relat-
ing to the Chinese communities in Southeast Asia prior to the  
Pacific War, further enhance the value of the Hicks Collection.
 But it is not only Asia which has enthralled Mr Hicks through 
the last half century, and the donated collection is certainly 
not solely Asia-focused. Rather, the works contained within 
it also reflect Mr Hicks’ preoccupation with the European  
Enlightenment, and the ideologies of this key period 
in world history. Issues with which we still grapple to-
day – the role of critical thought, reason and rationality, as 
well as the scientific method – were all pondered by 17th- 
18th centuries thinkers of the Enlightenment, including Galileo,  
Descartes, Newton and Bacon. The development of these 
ideas, as well as related issues on the advancement of science 
in Asia, and particularly Needham’s grand question as to why 
China was overtaken by the West in science and technology  
despite its earlier lead, are thus also reflected in a range of  
works within this collection.
    However, the gems of the Hicks Collection are undoubt-
edly a range of very rare works included in the donation.  These 
include: An English translation of Simon La Loubere’s account 
of Ayutthaya, A New Historical Relation of the Kingdom of Siam 
(London, 1693), a copy of William Thorn’s Memoirs of the 

Conquest of Java (London, 1815), and the original edition of 
Raffles’ The History of Java (London, 1817). Also donated are 
Marsden’s History of Sumatra (London, 1811) and several vol-
umes of beautiful engravings of China from the 1840s based on 
paintings by Thomas Allom.  Without a doubt, the pièce de ré-
sistance of the collection is a superb example of the two-volume 
Begin Ende Voortgangh, Van de Vereenighde Nederlantsche 
Geoctroyeerde Oost-Indische Compagnie (‘The Beginning and 
Ending of the Dutch East India Company’), compiled by Isaac 
Commelin and published in Amsterdam in 1646. This has been 
assessed as one of the finest examples of this work extant in 
the world today, and is indeed a treasure for the NLB.
 The Hicks Collection is as fine as it is extensive, and the  
areas selected for comment above are only a very key foci of 
this outstanding donation. The books are now in the perpetual 
care of the National Library of Singapore. The donor is pleased 
that these works provide to the people of Singapore some re-
sources previously unavailable, but at the same time also hopes 
that they will help to engender, particularly among the young, a 
love of the book and that they will help visitors to the library, in 
the words of Henry Fielding, “read in order to live.”
 Selected titles from the George Hicks Collection are 
on display at the Donors Gallery, Level 10, Lee Kong Chian  
Reference Library.  Please approach the Information Counter at 
Level 11 for any queries on the collection. 

A map of Southeast Asia.
Image reproduced from Commelin, I. (ed.) (1646). Begin ende voortgangh, van de vereenighde Nederlantsche Geoctroyeerde 
Oost-Indische Compagnie.  Amsterdam. 
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 Research Collaboratory Client Series: 

“Policy Making 2010  
-Emergent Technologies” By Samuel Sng 

Research Associate I 
Publishing and  

Research Services  
National Library 

How will emergent technologies shape policy making? This 
theme was pertinent enough to attract more than 100 repre-
sentatives from mostly government agencies to the inaugural 
Research Collaboratory Client Series in December last year 

at the National Library Building. Hosted by the Publishing and 
Research Services (PRS) of the National Library Board (NLB), 
this public forum showcased divergent perspectives of experts 
from various disciplines.  
 In her welcome speech, NLB’s Deputy Chief Executive, 
Ms Ngian Lek Choh, said that with the ubiquitous accep-
tance of Web 2.0, policymakers and institutions can benefit 
from this environment by interchanging the role of proponent  
and recipient.  
 Mr Peter Lim, former Straits Times chief editor and me-
dia consultant, opened with a video from his most recent 
publication to illustrate changes in social policies over the 
years. Using the family planning agenda in the 1960s, Mr 
Lim described how the government had changed mind-
sets on marriage and children by the 1980s. Although pol-

icy-making is not supposed to be “cast in stone”, he noted 
that the changes in social policies aptly reflect our nation’s  
evolving social strata.
 As technology evolves from Web 2.0 to cloud computing, 

barriers have been lifted and possi-
bilities seem limitless. In his keynote 
address, Prof Paul Gandel suggest-
ed that such a transition presented 
both opportunities and challenges for  
organisations. The acting chief infor-
mation officer of the Singapore Man-
agement University also explained 
how technological trends and learning 
has impacted businesses in America 
and globally by using three case stud-
ies from his experiences in develop-
ing private computing clouds, green 
computing and learning through glob-
al engagement.
 Mr Nicholas Aaron Khoo, co-found-
er of Cybersports and Online Gaming 
Association (SCOGA), revealed that 
Singapore boasted 1.37 million online 
gamers in 2009. With a large propor-
tion of these online gamers being chil-
dren and youths, SCOGA has been 

using outreach events in helping parents to bridge the digital 
divide and grapple with 
the challenges that gam-
ing poses. Some of these 
outreach programmes in-
clude: the Singapore Ar-
cade Showdown (Novem-
ber 2008), the MDA Media 
Fiesta 2009 Gamer’ Forum, 
Licence2Play and National 
Family Celebrations 2009.
 In its quest to transform 
Singapore into a knowl-
edge-based economy, NLB 
has been one of the key 

News

Participants listening with rapt attention to the speakers.  

Mr Panicker…skills for an 
uncertain world. 
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agents of knowledge creation. Mr Samuel Sng, a research as-
sociate, showed how PRS can benefit organisations through 
research and consultancy. In line with NLB’s role to facilitate 
knowledge creation, PRS would be launching the Research 
Collaboratory platform in early 2010. Aptly called “Ideapolis”, 
this online site provides researchers with the latest domain-
specific information, social networking tools, a directory of re-
searchers, project spaces and a document repository. 
 After the recent economic crisis, corporate leaders require a 
new management compass to steer their organisations through 
uncharted waters. Mr Ramesh Panicker, regional creative  
director of Soundview and Executive Resources (S) Pte Ltd, 
expounded on the “10 new leadership skills for an uncertain 

world”. These attributes are: (1) maker instinct, (2) clarity, (3) 
dilemma flipping, (4) immersive learning ability, (5) bio-em-
pathy, (6) constructive depolarisation, (7) quiet transparen-
cy, (8) rapid prototyping, (9) smart mob organising, and (10)  
commons creating.
 Social media has become a powerful business tool for  
enhancing public relations, customer service, product  
development, brand awareness, marketing and competitive 
analysis. Ms Daniela La Marca, co-founder and managing  
director of MediaBUZZ Pte Ltd and editor of Asian eMarket-
ing, revealed that a recent consumer survey has shown that 
78% of respondents trusted peer recommendations more 
than advertisements (14%). She also delved into the 5 Ws  
(why, what, who, where and when) of social media policy and  
championed the need for a code of ethics to regulate the use  
of social media.
 In a lively floor exchange with Dr Leong Mun Kew, Deputy 
Chief Information Officer of NLB, the audience brainstormed 
and voted on the 10 most critical information needs in 2010. 
The top three areas identified were: (1) quality of information, 

(2) performance measurement, and (3) striking a balance be-
tween information sharing and security.   
 As information grows, so will the opportunity to find answers 
to fundamental questions. Ms Cheryl Fung from the Futures-
Group (Ministry of Trade and Industry) argued how Singapore 
could use data to gain a competitive edge for its economy. In 
the next decade, creative economies must not only be able to 
process, comprehend and extract value from data, they must 
also be able to visualise and communicate it effectively. She 
cited case studies from America and Singapore to illustrate how 
these two countries were able to use data creatively to improve 
society and the economy.
 The day’s proceedings culminated with an insightful panel 

discussion by the speakers, moderated 
by Dr Leong. Here are excerpts from 
four questions posed by the audience:   

Q: It appears that social data is not 
easily available. This poses a prob-
lem for social policy-making. What 
can be done about this?
Considering the amount of data that 
is available on the Internet, policy-
makers need to be creative when they 
are searching for social data. They 
can study what people are searching 
in Google to ascertain issues that are 
of interest to people. Unemployment 
data could also be used to gauge so-
cial problems in society while surveys 
could	 be	 conducted	 to	 find	 out	 more	
information about people.

Q: How big a part does Corporate 
Social Responsibility (CSR) play in 
the Asian context? 

CSR is a Western concept. Giving is not considered to be a “big 
thing” in Asia as it is in the West. If there are enough incentives 
for giving, people might be motivated to give. 

Q: Does the content in social media “touch the heart”? Are 
people emotionally engaged in what they write, or is social 
networking a shallow pursuit? 
Social media such as Facebook have brought out a lot of  
caring and feelings from peo-
ple. Social networking is like 
any other social interaction and 
the conversations and connec-
tions can be meaningful. 

Q: What will be considered 
the “sexiest” jobs in the next 
five years? 
Games developer, new gener-
ation social worker, statistician, 
data visualiser and librarian. 

The speakers (From left):
Ms La Marca, Prof Gandel, Ms Fung, Mr Lim and Mr Khoo during the panel discussion…
insightful. 

Dr Leong...striking a balance. 
Join IDEAPOLIS (Research 
Collaboratory) at ideapolis.sg.
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The Lee Kong Chian Research Fellowship welcomes three 
new research fellows: Sharon Wong Wai Wee (Hong Kong), 
Tan Teng Phee (Malaysia) and Dr Noel Chia Kok Hwee  
(Singapore). They were awarded their fellowships by Judy 
Ng, Deputy Director, National Reference and Special Libraries  
on 12 January. 

 Sharon Wong’s research topic is “An Overview of the  
Cultural and Technological Interactions Between the Chinese 
and Mainland Southeast Asian Ceramics Industries During the 
Period 9th to 16th Centuries”.  
She says of herself:
“I chose to continue my study in Singapore for more than four 
years because I believe that Singapore is a hub of Southeast 
Asia. While I also realise that Hong Kong is a gateway to the 
south China region, both of these two places have provided 
me with the best research environments in the regions. My 
research at the National Library will focus on the cultural and 
technological interaction between the Chinese and Southeast 
Asian ceramic industries from the 9th to the 16th centuries. One 
of my favourite experiences was joining the archaeological dig 
in Phnom Kulen in Siem Reap, Cambodia. I had the experience 
of being brought closer to the daily life of Cambodians. Besides 
work, I like travelling, watching movies and drama, cycling, and 
spending my time in bookstores and museums.” 

 Tan Teng Phee’s research topic is “The Assassination of 
Henry Gurney and the case of the Tras New Village and the 
Malayan emergency”.
He says of himself:
“Born in Kuantan, Pahang, Malaysia, I had lived in several dif-
ferent Chinese New Villages and these life experiences had 
inspired me to explore the history of Chinese New Villages for 
my doctoral research. I commenced my PhD programme at the 
Asia Research Centre, Murdoch University, Western Australia, 

in April 2006. My doctoral thesis attempts to analyse the ev-
eryday lives of the Chinese New Villagers behind barbed wire, 
and how they responded to the British colonial government’s 
coercive policies. During the course of the Lee Kong Chian Re-
search Fellowship from January 2010 to July 2010, I will focus 
on the unique case of the Tras New Village and its links to the 
assassination of the High Commissioner of Malaya, Henry Gur-
ney, in 1951. This micro-level study aims to analyse how the 
assassination of the high commissioner both implicated and 
changed the New Villagers’ lives and circumstances in Tras, 
during the Malayan Emergency period.”

Dr Noel Chia’s research topic is “A Survey on the Growth  
of Imagination in Children’s English Literature in Singapore: 
1965 - 2005.”  
Dr Chia says of himself:
	“I	am	a	board-certified	educational	therapist	registered	with	the	
Association of Educational Therapists, United States, as well 
as	a	board-certified	special	education	professional	 registered	
with the American Academy of Special Education Profession-
als. Besides, I am a registered professional counsellor with 
the Australian Institute of Professional Counsellors. Currently, 
I am an assistant professor with the Early Childhood & Special 
Needs Education Academic Group at the National Institute of 
Education/Nanyang Technological University. I spend most of 
my free time reading and writing not only academic papers but 
also stories and poems for children. Together with my daughter, 
Grace, I love creating imaginary tales along the line of fantasy 
and	science	fiction.	I	 like	humour	and	enjoy	cracking	jokes	to	
make myself look silly!  I have always been passionate about 
promoting Singapore children’s literature in English. Here I  
am … on this Lee Kong Chian Research Fellowship to  
research on the topic closest to my heart: imagination in  
children’s literature…” 

 The Lee Kong Chian Research Fellowship invites  
scholars, practitioners and librarians to undertake collection-
related research and publish on the National Library of Sin-
gapore’s donor and prized collections. The fellowship aims to 
position the National Library Board as the first stop for Asian 
collection services.  It is open to both local and foreign appli-
cants, who should preferably have an established record of 
achievement in their chosen field of research and the poten-
tial to excel further. For information on the Lee Kong Chian  
Research Fellowship, please contact the Administrator at:
Email: LKCRF@nlb.gov.sg
Tel: 6332 3348
Fax: 6333 7990 

News

Lee Kong Chian Research Fellowship    
Three new research fellows awarded

(From left):
Ms Angie Ng Gek Tee, witness for Dr Chia; Dr Chia; Dr Mahani 
Awang, witness for Ms Wong; Ms Wong; Mrs Kornphanat 
Tungkeunkunt, witness for Mr Tan, and Mr Tan.    



1) Page 34, right hand column, second paragraph: “Another Baba, 
Chew Cheng Yong, was recruited to help in verifying the accuracy of 
the translation; but little is known of him.”
Not “Another Baba, Chin Cheng Yong, was recruited to help in verifying 
the accuracy of the translation; but little is known of him.” 

2) Page 35, left hand column, last paragraph: “W.T. Cherry had 
taken over from Shellabear in the running of the Methodist printing  
press in Singapore.”
Not “T.W. Cherry had taken over from Shellabear in the running of the 
Methodist printing press in Singapore.”

We apologise for the errors in the article “A Graphic Tale in Baba Malay: Chrita Orang Yang Chari Slamat (1905)” published in Vol 5, Issue 3, 
October 2009.  

What it should have been
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